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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A. Y E R. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY. IsIENTUCE Y. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1889. VOLUME XIX. NO. 32.
1146 FARMER'S DAY,
Saturday, February 2nd.
Owing to the want of communication our country friends have been unable to leap the
advantage of our preat special sales enjoyed by their city neighbors, to make up for this
we propose to give a grand Bargain Benefit on the above mentioned date, which will unite
in itself all the great special sales yet inaugurated This will be
Taz GREET Erre: or OUR um,
And we will spare no expense 4.1- pains lk) make it the niot-t memorable day in the history
of the dry goods business. Our buyeis in New York, Ch kap-) and Louisville are instruc-I
ted to hunt the markets over, pobnce on every forced sale and ship especially for this sale.
Besides this we will have to move a large stock of goods on this day to make room for our
spring stock. We will offer our customers an unprecedented opportunity to become pos-
sessed of
Superlative Bargains
That are marvelous in the,extreme We will offer for dimes what sold for dollars. You
wilt he astonished and you cannot help being delighted at the Bargains that out Bargain
any Bargains ever offered in this country.
Money Shall be no Object
In this glee but everything goes at wonderful prices. We will be pleased to see you and
with wide open doors give you our heartiest welcome. Don't forget the date.
33A.BSM*Trr cgz CO-
3E0. 396.. As this s4le i for the exclusive benefit of our countrv
frie dq. we will not open our store on tnis day until 9 o'clock a. m., to
give all a chance to get to town.
CLOTHING.
Below you find a few of the break-ncck prices that we Legin the new year with.
They are genuine cut-throat prices, not to aprear on JaJer only, but the goods will
show for themselves. How long this cut will last we can't ray, not rcore than twelve
days at the outside, so call and examine these prices.
70 Suits Sacrificed
4 Suit. worth $ 6 00
4 " ii 700
6 . .1 7 50
4 
44 4, 8(k)
3 ie I) 00
7 GI ti 10 00
10 is
2004 .4 :1' 1 05
8 64 '•' 13 50
4 66 . 66 15 00
4 44 " 16 00
4 .4 . 18 00




2 G. 26 oo
1 . . 28 oo




















We also male a little die cn Stiff Bats. 'We have 3 dm to dote as follows:
1 Dozen worth from $1 25 to $1 75 for 50 cents
1 66 66 " 2 00 to 2 60 " 75 cents.1 te at 
" 2 50 to 3 00 " $1 00.
The Best Jeans Pant in the City for $1 00.
The Best Pant Made to Order for $3 00.
And fit guaranteed. It is to your interest to see our btcck before
buying
PYE, DICKEN & WALL.
Ikt ILviptine.
The Bargain Store.
As we must reduce our stock in ,order to males room
for our spring goods we are offering Sweep Bargains to
the citizens of Hopkinsville and surrounding country.
With us everything goes, and the people answer back
'That's Right.'' We have a
Fall and Winter Stock
Of goods at prices that are startling, and you will never
fail to find bargains in our elegant stock of
- Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing, Hats, Caps,
Boots, Shoes, Cloaks, &c.
IA.)ose no time in seeing us for me are on hand to give you
a good business talk. Our motto is, "Good Quality,
Honest Prices. Sell them Cheap and Fell a Heap,
and keep Eternally at it.' Work all day
and far into the night, keeps us ahead
of all our competitors.
When in the city call and examine goods and prices




DR. J. L. DULIN,
Physiciatl aid surgeon
Office upstairs In McDaniel block next door
to Landes & Clark.
A. ligAROKNT. M. P. T. W. BLAYKY, M. II,
Residence, Second Residence, South
anal Main. Main.
Di Sellellt & EMI
Physicians and Surgeons
Office over Planter's Bank. eelel
phone connection with office and res-
idence. demo
ATTISKRIBT11.
Jolts PILLAND JOI116 VILLAS n, Ja.
THE FELANDS.,
Attorneys at Law,
Practice In all tge warts of the common-
emote, the meet of Appeam and she
tilted States court.




A. W•LTOS FORST. G. M. BILL,
PORGY & BELL
I am going to ten you of the extraordinary
etis lige your vetivers Retnedlea performed on
no. Atsotot the tat of .4 pill het 1 noticed
some red pimples like e lug out all over my
body, but thought nothing of it until POMP
time niter on, anti whielit.anie off in layers,
accompanied with netting. 1 mould scratch
every night until I wits raw, then the next
night, the scale*. being formed ntesin while,
were acratclied 4.11 16411111. I till did I con-
sult all the doctors in the country, but with-
out aid. A fterlIgiving up ail plops.* of ret•ov-
ery. I happened to wee att advertisement in
the newspaper about your I 'uticura Reined
anti purchased them from my tIrtiggista. anti
obtained almost immediate relief. I began
to notice that the scaly eruptions gradually
dropped off and disappeared 1.111t• by one, and
have been fully cured. I had the disease thir-
teen months before I began taking the Cull-
curs Remedies. and In lour or five weeks was
entirely cured My disease wars eczema and
',wriest*. 1 rect 'infuriated the l'uticura
Remedies to all of my vit.inity, mid I know of
a great many who tia,e taken them, anti
thank roe for the knowledge of thrill, eapec-
tally mothers who litivt. Irnirre with scaly
eruptions on their heads anti bodies. I ewe
Dot ex preas in words the thanks to you for
What the Cuticura Remedies hut e been to me.
My body was covered with scales, stud 1 was
an awful spectacle to behold Now my skin
I. as slice and clear as a baby's.
tistittox Cors:•• , Merrill,Wis.
Sept 21, DK%
Feb.?, Itilig.-Not a trace w lie tat sever of the
disease from which I suffered has shown it-
self since my cure. 4:aor.
NVc cannot do j IPS iet• It) t lie eNdeeli Which
Cuticura, the great skin Cure. awl Cut kora
Soap, an exquisite Skin Heald her, prepared
from It. and Cutieura vent. the new
Blood Purifier, tire held by the thousand,.
111MM thousands WhOlde lives have been made
happy by the cure figolliZ11114. lounoll int 111.1.
itching. scaly stud pimply diseases% t skin,
scalp and blood, with loss of hair.
sold everywhere. Prier, Cutletint, FOe
Soap. tie ; Besot% rot, SI. l'r..pared by the
Potter ta•us and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
dSetitl for "How to Cure Skin Ditteasee."
414 pasres,.30 Wooers, ions, and MU test i ;twilight.
Soap.
l'E H IN E PAINS
.4nd Weakneus Instantly relieved
by the Cutleura Plaster,
a perfect Antidote to pain, Inflam-
mation and Weaknem., A new. In-
















YT nprecedented Attraction!,.„ , II 1 06. 1,16,Titl Itt*TED.
L.S.L.
LOilS13113 Stole Lottery Cory.
1114,,,fpirfirir•41 0 the 1,4%14,Inturs• 11, PIS, for
rdUentifililli foul I 'hoorltable poirpoacs, mud If*
rrenviiise tutsils Ii pen la 11111 iirerent Male
emetitettoe, in Irv, rrn isterwheitoling
popular vide
Its MAJNI4oT11 llIt.4. WI NUS tare plod...
menseAnnualie, June end teseenotere and
its tiitANe Nesitire eitAw•
teak' tee.. piece iii mull of Mealier ten
monthis of the year, and are allointwto in
publiet at the Acsooleiloy ii M1101,•, New
trails, IA.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes, -
Attested as follows:
-We do hereby certify that we supervlia• the
arrangements tor all the monthly anti Semi-
Annual !Wowing,. of The lAntlalana State Lot-
tery l'Inropany, 1111,1 lit person manage and
control the Drawings themselves. and that
the same are I'd QUI tieded with 1unit-sty. fair-
ness, and in good faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the Company to use this eert
eate, with fac-similes of our signatures at-
[ached In Its utivertiscitit.tits."
o111111114001ters.
We the undersigned Ranks tool Bankers
will pay all Prizes tires n lii The I ki111111
Snide lAllterlea which :nay he presented at
our counters.
R. N. WALNIKLEY, Prm.4. 14,4116imnit Nat. Bk.
PIKItaz LANAI'T. l'rea. State Nat'l Ilk.
A. BALDWIN, Pres. New 1 NIAri Ilk.
Cato. Koll Union NNI lona I !Link.
Grand Monthly I rawing,
At the Academy of M New I irleans,
Tuesday February 12 issit.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100,tiOn Tieko•loo at Twenty Dollars each.
Halves $10: quarter.. 81: Tenth,. ft;
TwentlethsH
Liser os eItIZZS.
/ 1'1117. E oF 510.111110 la  510,415n
of Inn,noin is.  1,41,111.10
1 " of 20,I4IS Is  .111.81.11)
I " of 'LSOPS is  81.10.10
2 PRIZES of 10041 are  '31.0110
of TOMO are .... . .. •2.-o.tron
22- of Loon are. 2.1.11111
1110 - of inn are  :11 Mt)
30 • i or $111 are  . flU,Ulgt
501.1 '• of lin are I1l0.011
i'l'ito)XiNfATIo)N l'ItIZES.
Inn l'rlX4.1.1 i.-se arc . Vie 000
ins •• :11111ao• .. 11118
10) of' are 31(100
TE.RISIN Itt. i•1417 it.
999 l'rlr•st of $1111 arc ... 188.901./
980 " •If Ian are  88,91.10
1,134 Prizes amounting to   111„01,4.nnu
if I '1±.-Tleketx art1111111j capital Prises are
not entitled to tr•rittitild Prises.
12 ,a SLUR ItATsrs, or any further in-
formation desired, write legibly to the under-
slimed, clearly stating your reri4enee„ with
State. I oUlIdy, Street cud Nfinlber. More
rapid return mull tient .•r Win tie ii/O.Ureli
your ell, iolitItt( LIII Eli, elope R,,rlm,g %I.Ur II&
addrems,.
Mend l'oatal Notes. Express Money Orders,
of New York Exchange in twslinary le.tter.
Currency by Express. (at OUr expense) ad-
3 4. A. IIAPPUIN
New Orleans, IA.,
or M..4. 11 4VPIIIN
44.0.411/10011, D. I'.
A room coo. R EtilMT F: it El, I vrTICBS
NEW oltLEA Ns NATIONAL BANK.
New emotes. La.
"REM M BR, that the payment of Prizes
Is GUARANTEED BY FOl K NATIONAL
BANKS of New Orleans, anti 111,11(.1%14s are
signed by the President of an Institution,
whose chartered rights are recognized in the
highest Courts: therefore, bewail-of all indite-
Dona or snotty ...... meheidievi,"
ONE DOLLAR is the price of line smallest
part or fraction of.. Ticket ISEUED BY
In any Drawing. Anything in our name of-
(erred tor lees than a !roller Ian swindle.
Admioistrator's Fah
As administrator of Jerry Graves, deceased,
I will on saturduy, February '2nd, ISM, on the
term of said ()raves, decriored. one tulle north
uf CroftAm. *ell 01 the highest bidder, bin en-
tire crop of Uldrasero, consisting of abour 12
acres. The sale will be matte on a credit 01
aix months with approved security.
D. L. Jou ssort. Administrator.
lEtwirlEilrE]Le
Female College
The fall term will open August 17, lee, with
a full faculty. Special ear*. NO pupils demising
to enter the it LAM.. Ii. Fit/CW{1111, /1 Wile, Art,
d Modern Languages. (*all at College or
tidiest' J. W. Muter.
lIopklusVIlle Ky
Ammo' Broom Co.,
J. F. LANDER, Manag,'r,
Manufacturers of
Attorneys at Law 
1 BROOMS, MOPS, MATS, ETC.,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
gar 0 c e over Planters Bank.
10614. E. Cor. itth and 'Virginia 141..
HOPIINSVILLI - KY
Cadiz Telephone: Mies Bobbie
Wettem, who is at present on visit
to Mismem Maud end Cuttle Roach, is
expected home soon  Miss Lizzie
McCarty is visiting her eoleititt, Mies
Mary Burnett, in Paducah  Mr.
James E. Cooper, of Hopkinsviele,
came down to Cadiz Tueeday
Luck, a 1•2-year-old daughter of Mr.
Henry Sanders, died on last Satur-
day Mr. Aurelius L. Carr, died
at his home in liolden Pond last Tues-
day after having been sick for some
weeks Mr. John W. Pureley and
Miss Alice Faulkner, of Cerulean
Springs district, were married at the
residence of the bride's father, Mr.
Wm. Faulkner, yesterday Dr.
L. J. H. Hille, of Roaring Springs, is
quite sick with typhoid fever 
Mr. Thomas Alexander, of the Cale-
donia district, died last Saturday of
pneumonia, at the age of about sixty
years .. . We had the pleasure of s
call from Mr. L. B. Wadlington, of
Christian county, last Saturday 
Mr. W. J. Scott, of this place, who
hes been apples.; for a pension on
account of injuries sustained to his
hearing during the war, hats been
granted a pension of $30 per month,
besides several hundred dollars
arrears.
A Hicetiale correspondent of the
Central City Republican says: News
reached here of a terrible affray at
SkilemvIlle, one day last week, in
which Had Sherrod and Andy Craig
were the principals. Sherrod's arm
was bruised by a blow with a stick,
and Craig was cut innumerous-places
by a knife in Sherrod's hands, one of
which may prove fatal. It seems that
Sherrod is a tenant of &house belong-
ing to Craig and located in Craig's
yard, and the difficulty arose from
Craig's correcting Sherrod's child.
Craig bears a good reputation as a
clever, teeter, upright citizen, while
Sherrod is a drinking, troublesome
fellow. The men are brothers- in-
law.
HOPKINS COUNTY.
Madisonville Hustler: About one-
half million pounds of tobacco has
been sold at this place Col. Zeno
Young, ex-editor of the Madisonville
Times, is now engaged on the Decatur
Morning Herald Mr. R. I). Rey-
nolds, of Mndlsonville, and Miss ('as-
sic Spicer, of Amhbyeburg, were mar-
ried yesterday evening at 6 o'clock.
 The examining trial of William
Wiley for killing young Wright was
set for yesterday. The ease was
called, but at the instance of the de-
fense, was put oft until Monday.
Twelve witnesses appeared for the
commonwealth. It is no Iloubt a bad
case  Mr. Zack Littlepage, of
Moztob's flap, and Miss Lamb, living
two miles west of town, wen. married
at the residence of Milton Lamb lost
Tuesday evening, Rev. A. L. Goad, of
the C. leschurch, officiating.
M'CRACKEN Col' NTT.
Paducah Standard: Tli.. tobaeco
market In this city has hardly opentel
yet, although the receipt.. linve beet'
rather li vele. during tile pest meek.
e few iloitshell'in 'lave 1".
at tile various a areliettece, llit. prices
for lugs ranging front $1.2e to $2.36,
and for it•af front te $41. Capt.
J. It. Smith Informed a Standen) re-
porter yesterday that he would Hama
assuredly make the race for Mayor
on the Republican ticket .. Mr.
Jas. B. Martin, of Glasgow, a cousin
of Mr. W. H. Brian, of this city, is a
a eandidate for clerk of the court of
appeals. He writes Mr. Brian that
he will shortly visit Patilwalt in the
interemt of his candidacy.
TODD COUNTY.
Elkton Progress: Died, Jan. 20th,
1889, in Todd county, near Fairview,
Mrs. Sarah H. Jessup, mother of W.
H. Jessup, at the age of 77 years. 
Mr. Payton Simpson, one of Todd
county's oldest and moot respected
citizens, died at his residence two




evening at 5 o'clock In the parsonege
in New Providence, Mr. T. A. Mc-
Daniel wedded Miss Katie MeCadden,
Rev. Travis offielating, and Devitt
Bloch as best man. Miss Annie
Bell Major, a lovely debutante of "his
city made her formal debut Thursday




Princeton Banner: Robt. Erwin,
of the Ixwitstown neighborhood, met
a horrible fate Tuesday. In company
with several others, he was cutting
timber. A tree which they were at-
tempting to cut down, lodged against
another in falling; while attempting
to cut this ofte the first one fell and
caught Erwin beneath it. He was
crushed to death instantly  ... A
large tobacco barn belonging to Mr.
Thos. Lewis, a well-to-do farmer of
thiti county, was destroyed by fire
Isla Friday evening. The barn at
that time contained all of Mr. Lewis'
tobacco, and that of some tenants,
amounting in all to about 15,000
pounds. About 310 tons of iron
ore have been shipped to Indiana
already from the mines near town.
The ore has been tested thoroughly
and the result is highly satisfactory
to the company that working
it. Some of our most prominent
tobacco men estimate that the present
crop of tobacco in the county will not
amount to more than 6,0U0,000 pounds;
and that there has been about one-
fifth of that purchased already. 
An ice factory and eleetrie lights art.
among the probabilities for Prince-
ton in the near future.
• HENDERSON COUNTY.
Gleaner: Indictments were re-
turned by the grand jury Tuesday
and yesterday against NV. A. Cline
and J. P. Martin, employee of the
Keystone Bridge Company, for in-
terfering with the bridge across Green
River at Spottsville Hen. N. B.
(lumbers, of Hawesville, is a can-
didate before the incoming admin-
istration for Collector of Internal
Revenue.
MUHLENRURG poirNyy,
Greenyille Echo: Some disreputa-
ble parties went one night last week
to the house of Mrs. Maranda Walker
who lives In the McKinney neighbor-
hood out on Pond river and eommitted
outrages that should if the parties are
captured, meet with Revere punish-
ment. They robbed the bee stands,
burnt the bees, tore down the chim-
ney of the kitchen, a considerable
amount of fencing, and otherwise
damaged property. In addition to
this a fine mare was found seriously
sick the next morning and died that
night from poisoning, it wr.s sup-
posed. There have been no arrests
and no clue to the parties or any rea-
sonable motive for the action ....
The presence here last week of a law-
yer from Hopkineville and the taking
Every Mgt I Sioratcled. BITS NEWit
NTIL TISK SKIN WAS RAW. IknsY COT KZ- Gathered Front Over Ilse Suer 
CI, WITH Kl7.1.1.1116 LICK Severn or MoKATIt. Country for Our Headers
el'aZI1 KT THZ CUTICUKA 14118/LPIZIS. From Friday's Daily .
of a copy of the list of the taxable I CH RISTIAN COUNTY
property of the eounty has created ; •
. Wallostin Warns. II and is .Negolial jughug considerable interest. The gentle- i
I man, Mr. Brown, made no statements Products of the Farms and Nannette ' With the 
Officers.
I as to Ills intentions but the idea pre- ! Tories for the Year Itiett
Timm COUNTY. i Yana and it is evidently not without '
1 foundation that a collector is to be' t.. i eeiell.1.1.4 Anil AtIVISIMIStgew la' I lie CH)I appointed. That a milector can be I1 of 11-1144111kInsiVille-Stallintitw Cons-
appointed from any other than Muh- . peed by the (.„mmemi„ti Club
'THE 0. V. It. It.
lenbery in conceded and this mune is -l'he Commercial Club of this cite
probably the one that will be pursued
BA VII) 1.'0IIK HABBEN
Si
A Prisoner In Mensphiss. Claiming
Iteeidence at Wyk itiomille. Hears
the Same Name as His Judge
-Who is He?
Through the courtesy of Mr. W. T.
Blakemore, of Memphis, we are en-
abled to give the following police
court incident, which occurred in
Memphis, on Tuesday morning:
Among the unfortunates arraigned
for trial was a young man who was
arrested the night before for trespass,
the offentie being constituted by the
conversion of a box car into a sleeping
chamber. He gave his name to the
stationhouse keeper as David Park
Hadden, and cited Hopkineville, Ky.,
as his place of residence.
"David l'ark Hadden, trespass,"
mused Priteidane iladden as lie *ate
the name on the docket. "I wonder
if I've been arrested without my own
knowledge an' consent, an' brought
up to be tried by myself."
"You air incompetent to set in
judgement on your own case; you'd
better stand aside an' let me have a
whack at you. I'll let you down
light." This from Justice l'owell,
who is the Tycoon's court colleague.
"George," said Judge Madden, with
a degree of hauteur, "I'm competent
o do anything I clang please in this
court, an' it aint my intention to
shirk any responsibility when a good
man's to be tried. David l'ark Had-
den, come to the front!"
Very much to the surprise of the
judge anotherethan himself answered
the call. "That's me," said the box-
car lodger, 'sauntering out of the dock
and winking disrespectfully at the
squire, who acknowledged the salute
with a levity of manner sad to see in
one of his years.
"I'm from Hopkinsville, Ky., an'
I'm lookin' for me long lost father,"
said the prisoner.
"He's your'n," said the squire with
a surprised look at the judge.
"Shet up, George; I aint nobody's
lost fattier," wild the court with a
pained blush. "This young man may
place me In an embarassin' position
If he hears what you are sayin'."
Then turning to the prisoner he said:
"I'll let you go, young man because
you've got a good name. I've been
bearin' its fee 'simile for some years
an'-"
"Have you a strawberry mark on
your left arm?" asked the prisoner,
excitedly.
"No, I nine" replied the court
shortly, "an' if you don't git a move
on you I'll put a blackberry mark over
your left eye." And he made a threat-
ening demonstration with the gavel
which caused David l'ark Hadden Ii
to tro hetwe with celerity.
The izreat mat alleeess of
Suit allot' I /11, 1111' great paineketroy-
er, have It u target for counter-
fulters. Buy the feetitiltie. Priv.. 'el
('Is.
"Died of =Moults, poor idiot% ,"
said Mrs. Partingtoit, on learning of It
friend's deatIt from pneumonia.
"I believe I should have tiled, too,
but for Dr. Bull's Cough Stirrup."
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup she meant, of
course.
•••
ONE K 11,1.ED. THIUKIR WOUNIlED.
Tramps and Police ()were Have a
Lively Time at Scranton, Pa.
11K Esti.t Kim, Pa., Jan, lee-At
Scranton, last night, a fight between
tramps and pollee officers resulted in
the killing of one officer and the
woundiug of three trainee. The
tramps had taken refuge in an old
water tank, into which three of the
officers attempted to gain entrance
disguised 88 tramps. The real object
of their visit was, however, sur-
mised by the tramps, who immedi-
ately opened fire upon the officers,
four bullets entering the abdomen of
officer Ellis, inflicting fatal wounds.
The officers returned the tire, wound-
ing two of the tramps, but the latter
succeeded in barricading the door.
The officers afterward Volk down
the door and again fired on the men,
wounding another of their number.
Firing I y b th parties continued, but
the tramp,. filially managed to make
their escape. Mayor Ripple and the
entire city police force, followed by a
mob of a thousand people, are now in
search of the tramps, who thus far
have eluded their pursut.rs.
Man wants hut little here below,
Rut wants that little strong.
This is especially true of a purge.
The average man or woman does not
precisely hanker for it, as a rule, but
when taken, wishes it to be prompt,
sure and effective. Dr. Pierce 's+ Plena-
ant Purgative Pelleta leave nothing
to be desired in point of efficacy, and
yet their action is totally free from
any unpleasant mymptome, or disa-
greeable after-effects. Purely vege-
table, perfectly harmless.
Tobacco Seed tor Distribution.
Commissioner Willson has the fol-
lowing interesting news to cemimuni-
cate to the farmers of the state. The
letter explains itself:
weo the ferment of the state: I have
for distribution a limited quantity GT
Sweet (Heretic') tobacco seed, which
makes a splendid filler, cures up
bright, should be well cultivated,
well handled and air-eured, and
grown only in such quantities that
thorough attention can be given to it.
I also have a limited quantity of pure
Blue Pryor seed, and as long my store
holds out, I will 'send enough for a
bed, to farmers only, who may write
for it. The Oronoko seed were raised
Still warranted by R. L. Ragland, of
Halifax county, Va.
CHARLES WILSON,
COMM Wanner of Agriculture."
He Monkeyed With a Buzz Saw.
The Cadiz Telephone sae-a: Mr.
Melvin Brown, while mewing lumber
at Powell & Keret; saw mill Monday,
got his right haunt caught' by the saw
and severely mangled. Mr. Brown
can • from Hopkinsville -twine time
back, and had been eau ing for Powell
& Kerr for six months or more.
Two Dayton Boys Heitl a Winning
Ticket.
Two of the luckiest young men in
the city of Dayton, 0., are Edmond
C. and George C. Albert, who held
the one-twentieth of ticket No. 56,621,
which drew the first capital 'prize of
$309,000 in the drawing of The Louis-
iana State Lottery, made in New
Orleans on the 13th, of Nov. They
have always been honest and 'hard-
working. Thel r father, Casper Albert,
a respectable barber, died several
years ago, and they have bad hard
and uphill work, assisting their wid-
owed mother to support the family.-
Dayton (Ohio) Democrat, Dee. 6th.
Wasted Sweetness.
INDLANAI'01.114, Jan. 25.-A delega-
tion of colored people from Kentucky
called on Oen. Harrison yesterday.
The Cadiz Telephone has its doubts
about the correctness of the Ken
• tuckianet article on the progress of
the O. '.,but the Telephone may just
be a little bit prejudiced in favor
has just had completed for use a
statement of the principal products
of the farms and tnanufactories of
Christian county for the past year.
The work has been well and syste-
matically done by its secretary, and
the result shows that we are not lag-
ging behind in the great race for
progressive honors. Our progress
has been slew bat sure, and is based
on a foundation as solid as the "Rock
of Ages." We have had no ethereal
boom, but have grown simply be-
cause we couldn't help it. Our ad-
vantages are all natural, and the only
reason we do not make a better show-
ing is ! ecause no systematized or
concerted effort has been made to at-
tract either capital or immigration.
Our climate is indeed hard to excel.
The winters are never rigorous, but
on the contrary mild and pleasant;
nor are our summers exeessively hot.
SUch a thing as an epidemic is un-
known, and missile.. fevers only
heard of. The soil is remarkably
fertile, and well adapted to the rak-
ing of almost any crop. Christian is
the largest tobacco raising county in
the world; stands second in tile state
in wheat produetion and dere in corn
raising. In addition to all this, pota-
toes, garden truek, the cereals and
moat everything else thrives wonder-
fully. The moil is especially adapted
to the grasses, and it seems strange
that more of it is not produced.
oal is found underneath our soil
in raid gnantitlem, and right at our
doors are some of the largest mines
in the state. Iron ore, too, is plenti-
ful and only needs developing. In
both the northern and western sec-
tions of the county it crops out, but
has never bten worked because of a
lack of transportation facilities.
Hopkinsville, the capitol of this im-
mensely rich county, is a beautiful
little city of something over 8,000 in-
habitants, with elegant blocks of bus-
iness houses, fine residences, miles
upon miles of paved and graded
streets, a good fire company, as good
a 'system of public schools, both white
and black, as can be found in the
United States, two large colleges,
private schools, and many other con-
veniences. There are six large to-
Immo warehouses, handling between
le,0(10 and 14,000 hogshead* yearly,
two large stemmeries, four
banks with a eombined
capital of about half a million and a
deposit last year of over six hundred
thousand dollar's, postofflee business
of between $75,000 and $100,000, and a
people noted for their intelligence,
good morals, and refinement. A to-
bacco exchange, to cost from $20,000
to $4,,0011 will be erected this spring
and summer, and a company is being
formed to build a $40,000 hotel. The
city government is good, and county
taxes very low.
With the increased railroad facili-
ties we 000U will illtre, there Is no
tetisots why liopkinsville should not
beentow a man ti feet urine. ('('litre, Sit-
uated in the centre of the !amousi
dark tobacm illetriet, with an lilt-
menet, forest of hardwoode just to the
north and northwest, an Mee/lame-
ible supply of coal at one door, and
limitless tons of iron ore at the other,
with a little effort on the part of her
citizens she would "blossom as the
rose."
From the statistics compiled we
gather the following relative to the
number of manufacturing industries,
labor employed, capital invested, and
worth of product:
Carriages and Wagons-Five shop
with seventy employes, $30,000 capi-
tal; annual produet of $50,000.
Merchant Flouriug Mills-Five
mills with forty employes, $12.5,000
capital; annual product, $300,009.
The flour made by the patent process
will challege comparison with any in
the Union. There are twelve small
custom mills in the county, old style,
which employ some thirty persons,
and have an annual product of $35,-
000.
Saw Mills-there are twelve small
saw mills in the county, with a capi-
tal of about $40,000, and forty-five
employee.
Planing Mill-The firm of M. C.
Forbes & Bro., which also has a simi-
lar mill at Bowling Green, Ky ,has
been eminently successful in •1d-
ing up a prosperous business.
shops and ware-rooms occupy ne
a whole :block, and the lumber ya
is the largest outside of Louisville
The mill has fifty employes, $20,000
capital and an annual product of
$60,000.
Foundry and Machine Shops-This
prosperous establishment, operated
by the Metcalfe Manufacturing Com-
pany, was started recently with little
means except the energy and indus-
try of the Metcalfe brothers. The
shop now has twenty-eight emplyes,
$31,000 capital; annual product, $36,-
000.
Printing Offices-Two well-equip-
ped printing houses, with steam and
hot air power, issuing ably-conducted
setui-weekly, daily and weekly pa-
pers, give employment to twenty-
two persons. Their plants are valued
at $21,000 and they do an aggregate
business of over $25,000.
Tobaeco Factories--Tisere are two
factories in the county, started dluring
the past year, which manufacture
fine brands of chewing and smoking
tobacco. They employ forty-five
hands; capital, $s,009; product, $12,
501). The one at Hopkinsville has
been operating some three months
only, butdras met with such gratify-
ing success's that it is now enlarging
its capaeity greatly, and will greatly
increase its eapital.
Galvanized Iron Works-This man-
factory has been very successful. It
itas live employes. $2,500 capital and
a product of $7,000. Title business is
susceptible of large development.
Lime Works-The Hopkinsville
Lime Works, recently created, with
a $3,000 capital, employs twelve per-
sons and has a product of $12,000.
Brick Yards-There are two brick
yards, with $10,000 capital and thirty
hands, making $21,000 worth of ex-
cellent brick.
Miscellaneous Industustries---An
ice factory of large capacity is of last
year's ciente ruetion, and a new broom
factory is doing excellent work. Be-
sides the establishments itemized
above, there are twenty minor shops,
with ninety-six emplbyet. and $82,000
capital, doing an aggregate business
of $65,000.
Grand Total-The sum of the above
manufacturing industries makes a
grand total of 153 establishment*,
with 443 employes, $458,000 capital
and an annual product of $583,000.
The New ERA turns out as fine
class job work at as low prices as any
concern in the state. '
of another route than has yet been
surveyed. It asap,: The Hopkins-
ville Kentueklan's railroad reporter
makes a good showing for the prog-
ress of the 0. V. railroad, but its in-
formation will not do to bet on. A
few hands under Mr. 0. Roes Baker
are at work extending the track of
the 0. V. from their depot about two
hundred yards to Wilson's Mill, but
no work or sign of work has been
noticed south of the C. & 0. at
Princeton. Two lines have been sur-
veyed from Princeton to Baker's
Gap, one running about three miles
north of INVallonia and the other
through that village. It is not known
which of these lines the managers
will adopt. Mr. (Mes says that both
are prelintinary. Negotiations are
pending now between citizens of
Wallonia and the managers of the
road to bring it to Wallonia, but the
result is not known. There are good
reasons to hope that it will pans
through Wallonia, and as it is pub-
lished now the gap between Hender-
son and Evansville will not be com-
pleted before the 1st of Marchewe fix
the time for beginning work south of
Princeton, if at all, not earlier than
the 1st of April."
A SHAMELESS ACT.
A Mother Leaves; Her New Born Babe
in an Out House.
Early last Thursday morning, says
the Mayfield Monitor, a child of Mr.
W. I,. Hedge, while playing in the
alley back of Mr. T. A. Slaughter's
grocery, found a new-born babe ly-
ing in the wane of a privy. The
startled child hurriedly reported the
discovery and in a short time a num-
ber collected at the spot to find his
bahyship kicking and crowing in a
most lively manner, all the while ly-
ing on the cold earth without so much
as a rag to shield its virgin modesty.
Traces of blood leading from the in-
fant to the scuttle-yard of Mr. E. M.
Shelton, caused suspicion to rest en a
white servant girl named Mary Hurt,
formerly under the employ of Mr.
Shelton, and she was accordingly con-
fronted with the child, to which ishe
finally confessed as being the mother.
She was compelled to assume charge
of her off-spring. The mother is a
buxom woman of Irish descent, and
Is about 25 years of age. The father
of the child is unknown so far, but
the girl claims that a married man of
Calloway county is the author of her
disgrace, but until it is proven we de-
cline giving hie wane. The child is
doing well, and evidently had only
been exposed a short tinie before it
was discovered.
A NaltitOW SOCAPE.
rol. IV. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
eame home one evening, feeling a pe-
culiar tightness in the cheat. Before
retiring, he tried to tlraw a long
breat hi but found it simnel itmiflood bit.
if, suffered four days from pneumo-
nia, and the doctors gave him up, Dr.
Aeker'i English remedy for temmump-
Don Paved hint and he is well to-day.
Sold by if. B. Garner, druggist.
-
A Progressive Thief.
CA 11th), ILL., JAIL '44.-A day or two
ago 'some one stole a horse from the
stable of W. W. Jones, living near
Wickliffe, Ky., just across the river
from here. The thief had his own
saddle and bridle, and rode the horse
some distance, then swapped for
another. This one he traded for some
cattle and then sold them. The
owner of the first home traced his
animal and got it, when the owner of
the next tbok up the trail and recov-
ered his horse. The owner of the
cows then followed and got his stock.
Then they all went on after the thief
When heard from last they were on-
ly a !short distance behind hint at
Ful ten, Tenn.
Quite a Serious Wreck.
NEw BERN, TENN., Jan. e.5.-A
wreck occurred at this pittee yester-
day by some care breaking loose from
strain ascending a steep grade. The
boxes dashed down the steep hill and
smashed some others standing at the
bottom inte splinters. In one of the
boxes left at the foot of the hill were
nine tramps who were used in a rough
manner. One is dead, one mortally
wounded and three seriously but not
dangerously hurt. None of the train
crew were hurt. The cars are piled
up in such a manner that it is impos-
Le to arrive at a true estimate of the7`
Am-Magee sustained.
Fired on by Desperadoes.
's,„.5Tsnronn, KY., Jan. 24.-Last
elIvelting as the south-bound frel ht
train was passing Pittsburg,
seuth of here, James Raines, a brake-
man, was maliciously fired upon by
two desperadoes, Tom Stringer and
Sam Gregg. Raines returned the
fire, two balls taking effect, both
striking Gregg, one pawing through
the heart. Raines then started to-
wards the caboose, when Stringer
fired again, the ball striking Raines
in the hip. Raines 'Was brought to
this place, tool I. in a serious condi-
tion,
Redly the firelight shines through tits room.
(*basting away atli the shadow anti g 101.1n :
Light-hearted children are 'matting in glee:
Father is as happy as can be.
For the Wife and  Hier who suffered so
long.
Is get tine her health back and WPM Win be
strong,
And who 01 Cl liappv re she is to-night.
teal,,' thinks tattle shadow tlust's taken it.
flight -
the eluulow of disease that darkens'
so many homes, and makes the life
of wife and mother one of terrible
suffering. How pleased we are te
know that at last a remedy has been
found for all those delicate derange-
ments and weaknesses peculiar to
women. It comes to cheerless homes
with "glad tidings of great joy." l)r.
Pierce's Favorite Preecription has.
done for women what no other reme-
dy has done, or can do, and it le not
to be wondered at that women who
have:been cured by it are so enthusi-
astic in its praise. It is the only
medicine for women sold, by drug-
gists, under a positive guarantee from
the manufacturers of satisfaction, or
money returned.
Had His Eye Taken Out.
The Elkton Progress says: John
Brandon, eon of Mr. Milt Brandon,
near town, and aged ten years, last
week met with the misfortune of get-
ting a shell in one of his eyes. Satur-
day night he went to Louisville and
had the entire eye taken out He is
doing well.
Kenn* Will Win.
CHARLESTON, NV. VA., Jan. 2.5.-
Appearances indicate the return of
Kenna to the United States senate
At the caucus last night he received
twenty-nine votes, lacking one of
becoming the nominee. One mem
her was absent who will vote for him
and thus insure his election.
Athens, Tenn, Burned Out.
ATHENS, TENN., Ant, 25.-Seven
buildings, including the post-Miley
and First National Bank, burned has
night. Loss $30,000.
SHOT THREE OF THE
A Nineteen-Year-Old Boy Attempts to
Murder a %1 hole Family.
An Old Woman, at Child and a Man
tie-time 1s1 Hie Murder-
OUb Aim.
Clue.too, Jan. *.>4.-A special to the
Times from Lansing, Mieb., says:
A horrible murder was committed
Saturday night in Delphi township,
about seven, miles from this city.
Christian Stockal, a Polauder, resides
on a small fann near Holt, with his
family, consisting of his wife, aged 63
years, his son Fred, aged 20, aud Min-
nie Faults, his 13-year-old grand-
daughter. etockal went to bed about
s o'clock in the only room in the cab-
in. Minnie retired a short time later
to another bed, and her grandmother
was disrobing, when a shotgun was
discharged just outside the east win-
dow of the cabin. The mien crashed
through the glass and struck Mrs.
Stoekal over the heart. Minnie
sprang up in bed at the sound of the
shot and the gun was discharged a
second time, the load striking the
child in the breast. Minnie sprang
up a ladder in the corner of the room
to the loft above, and her grandmother
was attempting to follow her when a
third load of shot struck the old
woman in the back, and she fell down
the ladder to the floor, dead. As
Stocksl sprang out of bed, dazed with
sleep, a fourth shot struck him in the
head, though but few of the shot hit
him. Stocluil crawled out of bed,
and seeing the murderer standing
several rods from the house, slipped
off in another direction, and, bare-
footed and clad only ii a shirt and
drawers, ran through a tamarack
swamp, in the intense darkness, to
the house of Cornelius Driscoll, half
a mile west.
Deputy Sheriff Cook and Coroner
Bennett, of Lamming, were telegraphed
to from Holt and went to Stockades
place at 2 o'clock Sunday morning.
It required very little time to con-
vince them who the murderer was
almost beyond the possibility of a
doubt. August Tanto, 19 years old,
who is acquainted with the Stockals,
yesterday borrowed a Winchester re-
peating rifle.
Young Tanto filled the chamber of
the gun with cartridges loaded with
bird shot and went to Stockal's where
he remained from 3 to 6 o'clock in the
afternoon.
He then left, saying he was going
to Charles Gantz's house, but instead
the officers found that be hid behind
a hay stack ten rods front She cabin,
to which he afterwards returned by a
circuitous route, as shown by the
tracks. Outside the window were
found two empty shells and one
loaded, which corrhpond exactly
with shells Tanto had secured. After
the shooting Tanto had gone to Holt
Station, three miles away, and bought
a ticket to Masson, going south on the
9:30 Michigan Central passenger
train. He ham not yet been appre-
hended.
-v: eeee.
Why do so malty parent. think
ehildren t roubleouttle? Ilecattar they
cry. Awl why do children cry? ite-
thev 'suffer. Or. Bull's baby syrup
will relive all pain that babyhood Is
subject to.
If your entire« is coated or if you
have e bad breath, takes doer of Lax-
tutor, it will eure you. •
PITY HE DIDN'T KILL HIM.
A Young Hendersonlan Shoots the
.tuthiseot His Sister's Hain.
Henderson was the seene of a sensa-
tional affair Friday night, which
came near resulting in the death of
one of the participants. The story,
the facts of which we take from
the Gleaner, is an unpleasant one.
One George Cornbtean etnploye of the
cotton mill at that place, although a
tnarried man, beeame enamored with
a sister of Jar. Keenan, and for "some
weeks, or perhaps months, past has
frequently seen in company with the
young lady.
Ugly rumors have been floating
around for some time until the matter
had become quite public. Young
Keenan, a boy of eighteen or nineteen
years, was told of things he could not
bear, and determined upon redress
come that as it might. He armed
himself with a forty-four calibre
British Bulldog pistol and about
7 o'clock Friday evening walked into
Klauder's saloon, where he found
Combs sitting with other men en-
gaged in COD versa( ion.
Keenan walked up to the men and
proposed to treat, laying some money
on the counter. Combs was sitting
at a card table only a few feet away.
One, or perhaps two, of the party got
up to join in the drinks and about
the time they reached the counter,
ling Keenan wheeled and with the
remark, "You s-of b-. you ruined
my sister," began to shoot. Four
shots were fired and two cartridges
failed to explode. Combs was bit
twice, once' in the leg' and one ball
struck at the left of the nom near the
cheek bone and passed into the roof
of the mouth. •
The firing was so rapid the men
standing around had scarce time to
dodge. After the shooting Keenan
started towards the front siossr of hit-
store and was pursued and caught by
Cotubs.
lie grappled him, but from the loss
ot blood and faintness was compelled
to let hint go. Combs was then ta-
ken to his home, No. 6, cotton mill
row, where soon after Dr. James 11.
Leteher called to me, hint. His
wounds are by no means fatal, nor
can they be called serious.
Keenan gave himself up to the au-
thorities.
riles! Plies! licking Piles!
Symptoms--Moisture; intense itch-
ing and stinging; most at night; worse
by scratching. If allowed to continue
tuntons form, which often bleed and
uleerateebecoming very sore.Swayne's
Ointment stops the itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and in most
eases removes the timers. At drug-
aiets, or by mail, for 60 cents. Dr.
Swayne & Son, Philadelphia.
Hayes' Chapel items.
HAYES' CHAPEL.. Jan. 26.-on last
Wednesday a horse belonging to Mr.
David Ralston got his left hind leg
broken, the accident being caused by
a kick from another animal. The
horse was. very valuable and faith-
ful and had been owned by Mr. Hols-
ton nearly twenty yeearts.
We are very reliably inforned that
Mr. Frank Viucent has traded his
mule and horse to Mr. FA Wolf for
his crop of tobacco.
Miss Laura 'Davis, from the Con-
cord neighboehooti, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. George Cox.
We are glad to state that Mr. Win.
Smith is up lend going about once
more after being confined to the
house /or two weeks. He had some-
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THE WOrld•11 a play-house, anti
many anti varied are its actors. We
suppose each has its mission and the
filling of that mission is necessary to
form a perfect whole. Yet it looks as
if many might be omitted or blotted
out and their loss never be felt, in
truth the world be all the better for
their going, while there are others
whose loss could not be replaced.
Some are benefactors and others
curses. Every locality has both.
There are those who go forward in
this life doing good on every hand,
scattering seeds of kindness all along
their pathway whose words are
bright bite of sunshine, and whose
presence brings good cheer. There
are others who sow seeds of discord
wherever they may go, whose paths
are marked by bleeding hearts, whose
words are poisoned arrows and whose
very presence is a curse. Loving
nothing so much as mischief, doing
Little save harm, attending to every
one's business save their own, exag-
gerating here, manufacturing there,
they go on their way, and when they
come to die, a sigh of relief goes up
from out the depths of many hearts,
and they say, "It is well."
THE fiendishness of enraged man-
kind furnishes food for interesting
study. There is absolutely nothing
man under the influence of passion
will not do, and yet the same man in
cooler moments may equally astonish
his friends by his kindly and thought-
ful acts. An instance of where the
brutal nature was uppermost occurred
near Russellville the other day. The
driver of a pair of oxen became so en-
raged at woof them that he drew his
kairs and attempted to skin the bean
alive, and was only prevented by the
approach of some persons. He fled,
leaving the beast writhing in pain.
Was be not momentarily insane? is a
question the NEW ERA would like
anowered.
IT is proposed to name the new fe-
male college at Bowling Green after
the man or woman who will contrib-
ute $5,000 to its erection. Other en-
gagements, we are sorry to say, pre-
vents the NEW ERA from taking the
advantage of this proposition. But,
really, it does seem that some one of
the Park City's wealthy people
should be willing to contribute this
much to perpetuate his or her name.
"A BIT over-zealous" was the
term used by the Republican inves-
tigating committee of the general
assembly of Minnesota to charac-
terize the action of the Republican
eandidates for United States senator,
who offered one man a high govern-
ment office, and another a thousand
dollars for votes and influence.
Coe. W. H. Culeroe,since '72 com-
mercial and financial editor of the
Courier-Journal, has been adjudged
Insane and sent to the Anchorage
Asylum for treatment. A too close
application to his work, and the ter-
rible strain of hard study brought on
the attack.
THE Hon. Bill Chandler made
another speech in the senate yester-day. Election frauds, the ill-treated
colored brother in the south, and re-bellion were the topics. The Hon.Bill ought to go on the stage: hewould be a glaring success SS Rip
Van Winkle.
ONE by one the rose* fall; and oneby one the gubinatorial candidatesdiscover that a brick house is in dan-der of toppling their way. Onlyabout four prospective ones are left-Jim McKenzie, Jim Bryan, WillOwens and Cash Clay.
MERE is one office within the giftof the people of this county, which isseverely left alone by the politiciansat present, and that is representative.It is loaded and the man who monkeyswith ft will wish he had never beenborn.
THE Princeton Banner thinks thata light crop of tobacco will be plantedin Caldwell county this year. Thefarmers of Caldwell are pursuing theright course. The NEw ERA hopesthat those of Christian will do
wise.
THE last issue of the Todd CountyProgress contains three calls upondifferent men to become candidatesfor the legislature. If she keeps upat this rate every district in the coun-ty will soon have It. candidate.
WASHINGTON has something elite totalk about now, than the tariff. Con-gressmen Barry, of Mississippi, andCrain, at Texas, had a row the otherday and now want to settle upon the"field of honor."
THE Breekinridge News in a veryogical article points out the manydisadvantages that will accrue to thesmall farmer who runs off after theabstention ignis fatuus.
Coe. tlieiss, of the 0. V., is in Flor-ence, Ala. We anxiously await thearrival of the sensational lie whichwill doubtless be brought forth bythis announcement.
THE man who fell into the ore("usher at Ashland, Ky., Monday,anti was ground into sausage meat,may rest in piece; his troubles areo'er.
THE newspapers have settled it thatWannamaker is to be a member ofHarrison's cabinet, but have not de-cided what position he will hold.
THE taste of pie given to StateTreasurer Sharpe has made hintgreedy, and he announces that hewants a lot more of the same sort.
THE messenger from Florida failedto get to Washington with the elec-toral vote of his state, consequentlyit will not be counted.
W 'ems Macro haa decided that hedines not want to be clerk of the courtaf appeals, but then Willie Is only adrop in the wash-tub.
We; knocked out the coal dealershere in Kentucky this winter, butthe Ice men will paralyze us nextsummer.
HEAVEN defend us! An "UncleTom's Cabin Company" is at Hen-derson, and headed this way.
ThII sAMOAN ISLA"( Ds.
The Samoan Islands have probably
been more talked about In this coun-
try within the past .few weeks than
ever before. Doubtless there are
many people who have never heard,
or having heard theught so little of
them, that they could tell you noth-
ing of their size or importance to the
commercial world. The trouble with
Germany has brought them proud-
inently to the front, and as a conse-
quence aroused an interest in them.
The Samoan group is located in the
South Pacific about 400 miles north-
east of Feejee Islands4 Nine of the
Wands are inhabited? viz: Manua,
()login", Ofu, Anuu, 'Tutuila, Upolue
Marion°, Apolima, Savaii; and the
population is estimated at about 50,-
000. The islands are of volcanic origin,
but there are no active volcanoes at
present. The latest we have any ac-
count of was a submarine eruption
which burst out of the ocean between
Manua and Olosings, in 1867. The
eruption lasted for two weeks and is
said to have shot up mud and stones
to a height of 2,000 feet.
The islands are of various sizes
ranging from Apolima, 2 two *ware
mile. of territory, to Savaii with 700
square miles. Tutuila is high and
mountainoue, but the western portion
is covered with a dense vegetation.
On its toast are many euo.si ports,
the best of which and probably the
best in the Pacific, is Pango-Pango.
This is the point referred to by
Senator Sherman in his speech a few
days ago, as the place where the
United States should establish a
coaling station. In Sivaii, the larg-
est and most densely le:mutated is-
land, are about 18,000 souls. The cli-
mate is equable, ranging front 70 to
$ri degrees the year round.
The interior of this island Is covered
with a dense forest, tropical flowers
and fruits. Several varieties of paints
are to be found, bamboo, rattan,
bread fruit, coconut, wild orange,
lemon, lime, bananna, plantain, yam,
pineapple, mango, citron, and many
others. Wild sugar cane grows In
abundance, and there are two varie-
ties of Sea Island cotton. Tobacco is
grown and some coffee is raised.
Horses, cattle and hogs, have been
introduced, and poultry is plentiful.
The inhabitants are a fine looking
set of people, ranking only second
in appearance to the Tongese. The
men average 5 feet 10 inches in
height, are erect ansl proud in bear-
ing; the women are inclined to be
slight, but have easy, well rounded
figures anti are very graceful in car-
riage. They are dark olive in color.
Polygamy is customary, but two
wives seldom live in the saute house.
They are cleanly in habitat and social
in disposition. Unlike many other
islands in the Pacific, the
women are considered the equal
of men, anti hoth work side by
side. They are an ingenious
race, which is evidenced by the con-
struction of their houses, which are
built of the wood of the bread tree,
thatehed with wild sugar cane, or
pandanus leaves. The ancient relig-
iera of the islanders acknowleged but
one great God, but they were not de-
vout adherents of his, and frequent-
ly paid less worship to him than to
some of their war gods. They had a
god of earthquakes, a god who sup-
ported the earth, gods of lightning,
rain and hurricane, and many infe-
rior tsls. But this has all changed.
The Bible and Christianity has been
carried into their midst, and theynow worship at one great throne.
Schools and churches abound in every
village, and the missionaries have
great influence. Nearly all the chil-
dren under seven years of age can
read their own language, and mold of
the adults can both read and write.
The latest census at hand shows
that four religious denominations
have gained a good foothold. The
Independents and Presbyterkiau large-
ly outnumber the others, claiming
about two-thirds of the population as
members of their churches; the Wes-
leyans and Roman Catholics have
also strong churches.
The commerce of the islands is
really not of much importance.
The principal export is the
dried meat of the cocoanut, from
which oil is made. A small quanti-
ty of cotton is also exported. Mer-
chandise, provision and lumber are
imported, and the United States sends
her share of that, California and Ore-
gon furnishing the woods.
The first missionaries landed at
Savaii in 1S30, and were kindly re-
ceived. In 1872 Commodore Meade
vleited the group and by an arrange-
ment with the chiefs, took the harbor
of Pango-Pango under the protection
of the United States. In 1473 a spe-
cial agent was sent by President
Grant to the islands, who reported
that the ebleto were desirous that the
whole group should be placed un-
der the protection of the United
States; but in 1s75 a native king was
elected, and the representative sent
front this government bet!anzie his
prime minister.
Later a treaty was made by thisg tvernment with the islands, inwhich protection was guaranteed
them, and this protection from (le
man outrages is what is now deintended of the United States.
The history of the trouble is prokra-bly well known and there is ateeeed
recount. What this governmentwill do remains to be seen, but whatit should do is evident. Germanyshould be told to keep hands off.
-.4 errs passing through tbe ersaible ofnaturalization we are no longer Gernatue, weare Americans. Our attachntent to A merteacannot be measured by the length of our rval-tienre here. We are Americans from the mo-ment We tOW.11 the Anierleuri 411ore utitH laid1,1 American grave.. We ufil fight tormerien whew-% er nevevotry; America era,last sad at all time.. America againstGermany, America awaited the world:America Melo or trromic, always Arteries.We are Americana."
Thus spoke a Germon-Amerieancongressman when questioned in re-gard to the probable attitude of Ger-man residents in America in theevent of a war with the Fatherland.What patriotism! What love of coun-try! What devotion to the land ofadoption is contained in these words!If all the foreign residents held suchsentiments, what might we not dowhen forced to exert our strength indefense of rights or avenging wrongs?
N xwis from Bowling Green is tothe effect that Warren county is sureto vote both the railroad subsidiesnow before the people. The Hender-son state line railroad wants .200,000,which will be voted March 2nd; theBowling Green & Northern, to Leitch-field, where it will be met by theOwensboro & Falls of Rough, asks$150,000 of the county, the vote onwhich will be token March 16th. Thefriends of both roads are working inharmony and feel eonfidept of sue-('ens. There is very little opposition.
TilltSY Texans have a way of "get.ting there" in matters of political im-port that is quite pleasing. The sen-ate refused to receive the vote only afew days before the counting becauseof a technical irregularity, but themessenger skipped out for home, hadall the electors called together, theIrregularity corrected, and got backto Washington just in the nick of
time.
Iv the jury which tries youngKeenan, of Henderson, for shootingthe scoundrel who despoiled his site.
ter, doesn't give him a gold medalwith the advice to "Go and sin somemore" of the same sort, it ought to
be taken down to the river and
thrown from the bridge.
THE RACE PROBLEM. NORTH cHttlieflAN.
senator John 'f. Morgan, of Alaba-
ma, by has outspoken artiole on the
negro question in the February num-
ber of the Forum, has laid himself
open to severe criticism from those
Petty, who has been spending a week
who differ with hint on the subject.
with relatives near Antioch, has re-
The senator does not mince words
turned home.over the matter, but takes up the
question and deals with It in *man-
ner which shows familiarity with and
long study over its many puzzling
phases. To thinking people, especial-
ly those of the south, this is indeed a
grave problem, made more so tly the
blundering meddlers of the north, or
maybe the tricky politicians, who
think they see in the attitude of the
south a disposition to grind down the
negro, or withhold from hit* the
franchise privilege, which if freely Four Hopkins county gentlemenspent Saturday at old Whit.e Plains.
exerted would work a change in the
political aspect of this section. There will be an exhibition at theIt is a question of race conflict, says new school-house near Marion la-the senator. In whatever connection cey's next Saturday.It is considered, whether in church or Mies Carrie Bartlett, one of thein social relations, in business, proles- Kirkmansville belles, who has been
quite sick is convalescent.
Mr. Abe Hurt eloped Sunday nightwith John Vinteem's wife. He left awife anti one child who are to beor by whom worked out, is a chime- pitied.
qeuence of race conflict. Neither race 1Ve dare anyone to say now that we
Ii reeponsible for the condition, that haven't bad any very rem weathermake this conflict instinctive and ir- thin winter. "Never boast of the 4layreeonellable,aud neither can avoid the till evening."Issue or its consequences.
We had a little fracas down this
atonal or industrial employmeit, or
In politics, it is a matter of!race.
Every result that we have remitted,
or that we can reach, no matter! bow
'fliese races, brought together tere,
on terms of political equality, ar not.
equal or homogeneous. Their nal-
;mutation is impossible, because it is
forbidden by the instincts of both.
As an evidence of the truthfulnehs of
this, Senator Morgan refers to the
history of the Indian and Ch nese
races in this country, and the 'Ver-
sion existing between them and the
whites. 'While there is no bar to a
union between the Indians and the
whites, the former hold themselves
aloof and glory in the freedom of their
race from the taint of white blood.
But there is a bar to the union of
the African and the white race, says
the senator. To remove it, if it (amid
be removed, would be to lower the
whites to the level of the intellectual,
moral and social condition of the ne-
groes. It would be to deetroy! the
white race. Proof of this assert* of
the senator, is hardly needed, btlit is
furnished in the fact that one dretp of
negro blood known to exist in the
veins of a woman in this country
draws her down to the social status
of the negro. The negroes themselves
are not satisfied with an admixture of
the blood of the races. 'flit mulatto
is looked upon with less respect khan
the pure-blooded African.
These race antipathieseannot be at-
tributed to the laws of this country or
the tuauuer of administering them.
They rest upon a foundation that Men
have not built, and are supported by
ordinances that human power pap
neither enact nor amend nor repent.
The negro question, hence, is net a
southern question, but grace question.
If these race luetinote are wrong,continues Senator Morgan, and ap-
peal to humanity for correctioe, it
does not follow that the remedy Is to
be found within the domain of legis-
lative power. Public opinion 'atone
must accomplish the end. When we
conic to wake laws this factor-put&
opinion--cannot be disregarded, ter
no law will long stand w kWh does not
have Its support. The negroes are
no more capable than we are of ;let-
ting aside the natural influence of
race. The honest negro will Vote
with his race at every opportunity,
just as the honest white man will vote
with his. The sentiment, or public
opinion of his race will control him
beyoud his power of resistance. EA-
ueation, reflueinent and wealth add a
stronger jealousy to the pewter of race
and continually widen the setnitation
between the whites and negroes
This elect is more decided with the
negro than it is with the white race
It has increased every day sinus they
were emaneipated. They demaild
with greater earnestness than ever
before that their representatives OW
be negroes.
We have accomplished no good, he
continues, to either race, by confer-
ring upon 1,800,000 negroes, the privi-
lege of voting. Its effect is only i to
neutralize the same number of white
votes, that would otherwise be ohs
with reference to the general welfare
and prosperity of the country. It Is
needless to recall the history of tilt
race contests that have pervaded the
ballot box under this mistaken policy.
It is not because the southern white
people were once slaveholders that
the ballot in the hands of the negro is
regarded by them as a dangerous
power. If all the negroes in stout!
Carolina were transferred to Meese-
ebussets the people of that state wool(
dread the power of the ballot in their
hands far more than ;he southern ex-
elaveholderm do. The great body of
southern voters were never day eliolds
ers ; the farther we draw away front
the slave era, the greater is the aver-
sion to uegre rule. Tbe southern
Pcolde aft: not mistaken as to the dem-
o( the belint in the lands of the
ro. Tweuty years el experience
ginning with eight piano of ti4e hor-n of euforeed negro rule, has de-
monstrated to them that a tel apse
into that condition would he the
worst form of destruction.
In support of the proposition that
the people of the states respectively
should be left free, under the consti-
tution, to deal with this difficnIt prob-
lem, without the interference of other
states, it Is assumed that congress
cannot successfully control the suf-frage of the people in the states by
any means. Whatever is done, mustbe della throtrgh state laws and
through putilie (minim) ilI the states.If the belief of the White rese in thatthe enforcement of these laws WMdestroy their civilization, the lawswill not be executed, though the re-fusal to execute them should cost thestates their representation in eon;grebe'. 
7..*The southern people do not desire to
deprive the negro race of any poweror facility that will make freedom ablessing to them. What they seek to
avoid is the consolidation of power inthe hands of the negro that will beused, through' the incentives of raceaversion, to put them in control of thegovernment of the white race.
_ 
THE Henderson Gleaner gravelyInforms us that the cotton crop which
is NoW BEING PICKED in the south isthe largest yield for years. Young
man, would you know a cotton stalkif you met one in the road? and,
prittwe, what time do you think that
staple Nemo )'
ge
Fox some mysterious and Unite-countable reason twelve of the officer'of the Frankfort Lottery Company
were closed yesterday, and the em-ployes discharged. Can it be possi-ble that somebody has secidentallydrawn the capital prize and bustedthe monsern•
Umoza the two-thirds ride, Kenna
has received the nomination forUnited States senator from West
Virginia. Itn, the Democrats will
stand together on the final vote, as
agreed, he will be elected by a major-
ity on joint ballot of two.
le the Clarksville people want to
hear something real good, they should
bundle up and come over hereon the
evening of February 13th. This is
merely $ suggestion, intended foryour good, aa doubtless the Boston




POND RIVER, Jan. 30.--Miss Nora
Mrs. Sallie Huddlestou is quite
sick.
Bad coltisare prevalent in thin neigh
borhood at present.
Mr. Jake Leecher is talking of mov-
ing to Logan county.
Rabbit hunting is the order of theday in this vicinity at present.
Mr. Ezra West and-wif* spent the
day at T. W. Long's Monday.
way the other day, but we will leavethat for S. A. K. to write, as fightingis his subject.
Messrs. Bob Morton anti Bob All-man, of Hopkins countyl are theguests of David Smith. Christian hasquite an attraction for Hopkins insome way.
Messrs. Jltn and Colonel Grace, ofKirkmansville, have moved into thisvicinity and are keeping bachelor'shall. Some of the girls ought to takepity on them and marry them
The dance at Mrs. Sarah Hickey's
Monday night was one of the mostpleasant occasions of the season. Itlasted from 7 o'clock In the evening
till 2 o'clock in the morning, when
the crowd went from there to David
Smith's and the last account we had
of them late Tuesday evening theywere still dancing.
If the farmers will read that article
heeded "Leto Tobacco" In the NEW
ERA and act accordingly, we think






BENNETTaTows, Kr., Jan, 30.-
Married, on the 30th inst., by the
Rev, Frank Perry, at the residence of
the bride's father, Mr. James pendle,
top, 0( Trigg eoupty, and Miss Jennie
rimith, of this vicinity, She was ele-
gaptly attired In a hapdsoine grey
traveling suit, Her loveliness of
charecter and sweet and gentle digni-
ty of mecum an se:Wired by all with
iwiehroinaitt stoliepreasii7thtlitoteisa.013"0N0471%paillitter
but to love." By many she is re-
membered as an angel of love and
mercy, and it might be said of her asIt was of Mettle Stevenson who yield-ed up her life during the yellow fever
plague at Memphis in '73: "Her good
deetle reach beyond lip service," and
truly they do. Mr, and Mrs. Pendle-
ton have now petered the ideyila and
Charybdis of their hive and are now
launched upon the brood sea nf mat-
rintony. To wish them perfect bliss
would be vanity, but that the bright
and sunny daps may far outnumberthe dark ones, and that He who sendsthe Nuntehine and the clouds may
guard over r them to the end of life's
journey is the sincere wish of the
u it
Misses Katie and Hulett t 'ollins, ofLogan county, are clotting at Mrs.
Susan Brame's, There was a partythere Monday night give') in honorof the young holies,
There will be a party at Samuel
Illair's to-morrow night, '(ttte 31st„)given to Miss Lizzie Belle Stevenson.
John J. Thomas, of this place, luetwith a ' very serious accident a fewdays rim* while hunting. He felland his gun was discharged, the shotpausing through his hand, causingthe necessity of amputating two ofhis fingers. Drs. Collins and Math-ews performed the operation. No
serious results are apprehended.
T. L. Moss, of Owensboro, was athome this week.
Mr. Bud Foard, of Henderson, andMiss Hattie Allen, of Pee Dee, willbe married on Wednesday, the 6th ofFebruary, at Little River Church.
/dorm.
ONLY A LtE, THAT'S ALL.
The Report that the 0. V. had Boughtthe 1., A. & T., Without Foundation.
While the NEW ERA has not been
able to catch the man who started the
report that the Ohio Valley Railway
Company had bought out the I. A. &
T., it hap run down the report and
now proposes to give it a very black
eye by branding it Is a lie, pure and
unadulterated, Weduiteday afternoon
we cast enough reflections on Madame
Rumor's veracity to make that old
lady tremble with anger, and this af-
ternoon we lay her out
Replying to a telegram inquiring
as to the truthfulness of the report,
Mr. Jordan (flies, secretary of the
company, (President Kelsey still be-
ing absent) who has just returned
from Lonisville,and consequently did
not get our dispatch till yesterday
evening late, telegraphs as follows:
IlEsesitsbee, Ky., Jan. 24.-NEwERA: Have just returned home.The transaction you speak of has noteven been mentioned.
Trot out your next lie while our
hammer and nails are handy and
while we're in the business.
---wee- • es.-
HTATE Olf OHIO, (ITV OF TOLEDO,/LUCAS 01/1'N'Ty, S. S.
FRANK J. Citesee maims oath thathe ja the senior partner of the firm ofF. J. CHENEY & Co., doing businessn the City of Toledo, County andState aforesaid, and that said firmwill pay the sum Of ONE HUNDREDDOLLARS for each and every case ofCatarrh that cannot be cured by theuse of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.Sworn to before me and subscribedIn my presence, this 6th day of De-cember, A. I). 'WS.
A. W. GLEASON,8-14 Notary Public.
lia/Ps eetarrit Cure is taken in-ternally and aots directly upon theblood anti mucus surfaces of thesystem. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
frSold by Druggists, 75 cents.
A Cell Moreau's.
There will be a call meeting of theCommercial club to-morrow night,
Some interesting matters relating to
the city will be discussed and themeeting should be largely attended.
Front Antioch.
A communication from Antioch
was left at this office Saturday, butby some mischance was lost. This is
to notify the writer and account for
non-appearance.
the future.
Mr. T. J. Ryan is suffering from a
most severe illness at present.
Mr. R. H. Haddock has a fine boy!
Mr. Howard Duvall, front your
city, will take a position near lied-
dock's 8Ch001-IIOUSe 80011.
They gave a social party at Mr.
Nathan Foster's last Wednesday
night, and the young people spent
several hours very pleasantly.
The girls on the Greenville road
may look ler their beaux if it rains or
snows or blqws, but they don't find
them sitting on the gate-post. They
are an industrious lot. When they
sweep the floor they don't have to re-
tire afterwards.
Brother Lamb had a very disagree.




BAINBRIDGE, KY., Jan. 27.-Mr.
J. W. Meseimore and family, were
the guests of J. I). I"Pool and fami-
ly, hod Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. i. 0. ()wen, of the Sinking
Fork neighborhood, is haviug a
good school in this vielnity.
The Wheelers met at Johnson'e
school house last Friday night,
If there woe a wedding up the way
shortly it wouldn't surprise your in-
formant.
The young men of this vicinity are
haying a nice time going to parties
up the way.
Mr. J. D. L. 1"110411 ad Mr. Henry
Woosley are carrying op good bled-neets at Bainbridge,
Mr. Samuel M. flumes cut his foot
not long slime,.
They had a party at Mr. Pool's last
Friday night, There was not many;
present but they had a good time.
Mr. Butler's little girl haa been se-
riously sick, but is improving.
Mr, W, R. Eli, of this city, went to
Clarksville last Friday.
J. W. Stith, of Hopkineville, ham
moved to his farm in this
Mr. Steve Woosley is going to work
with Mr. Rodgers this year.
Mr. Henry Woosley, of Cerulean
Swinge, has moveel to this city and
gone to in business with Mr. J. L.
1"Pool.
To a certain young man in this vi-
cinity who stays until it is growing
late of Sunday nights: Mack, dear,
you know peppy turns the dog loose
at nine tecloek and if he finds yon
here there will be some more patching
It) do. OLD Currcit.
Antioch.
ANTIOCH, KY., Jan. 29.-Mr. B. C.
Foster fell Wolf a load of wood the
other day and struck his head against
a stick of wood which was near the
wagon. Ile was considerably bruised
Uncle Fountain Cox sold his tobacco
to Mr. Dudley Ware, receiving $4 per
hundred.
Miss Laura Davis, one of Concord's
belles, spent Saturday and Sunday inthis neighborhood visiting her sister,
Mrs. George Cox.
A merry crowd of young folio; were
entertained at the residence of Mr. J.(4. Yancey Saturday night. Theyoung ladies present were Misses
Laura Davis, of Concord, 'Annie andTinnie De Bow, Mary Yancey, and
Mr. and Mrs. George ('ox.
Mrs. Harriet Ralston lute returned
home front a Visit to relative'sin south
Chrietion.
Mho. Bona Quarles has returned
from a visit to her uncle, Abe
of Pond River.
Miss Minnie Cooper had gone to
your city' to epend several weeks vis-
iting friends and relativem.




If attooee's Settool, Houses Jan.
29.-31 re. Buckley and her son Reno,
and Mrs. W. W. iteiston are visiting
friends and relative's iii Todd countythis week. '
Miss Buns and Master Sidney
quark's are visiting friends and rel-
atives near Kirkmantectile this week.
Mrs. Margaret Lacy is spending this
week with relatives in thim neighbor-
hood. She is always one of our wel-
come guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Vanhooser gave the
young folks a social recently. '1'lle
young ladles present were Misses
Linnie and 'Finnic' De Bow, Mary
Yancey, ()tie Ralston, Ada Jenkins,
Buns Quarks, Mary Case, and Nora')
Johnson. The gentlemen preventwere Messrs. Wesley Littlefield, Dan
Toler, Arthur and Reno Buekley,
Willie Ralston, James Wilkins, I)ek
and Walter Yant•ey, Jessie and Geo.
Willis, and Where. 'The evening was
spent eery pleasantly.
Rev. Fraek Perry will weevil for
the people of Antioch this year.
Miss Minnie Cooper, of your city,
who hart been mending several wceicie
wItIt her aunt, Mrs. It. hI. liarrisou,
hale returned honte.
Miss Ada Redeem is spending a few
days with her grandfather this week
near Fairview. .
Miss Nellie Ryan, of Pon, is making
DANGER OF WAR NEIGHBORING NOTFAI. sir ra totem:1i a spring schoolat this place. We wish her muchSulpher Springs. I PUCC42146.Thinks a Correspondent In the Event SULPHUR SPRINGS, Jan. 30.-Mr
That Blaine is Made Secretary 
Rufus Gemmel has two children verlow with fever.of State.
Miss Nellie Rhyne Is prospectinfor a subscription school at Haddock'
--
McKinley Wants the/ Deititivrala 441 school house.Vote For a Compromise Measure Little Oussie Haddock, who was-Other Notes front the
' Capital.
WASH I MAYON , Jan. 30.-"Is there
really danger of a war with (;er-
not expected to live, is convaleecing
Prof. Holt's dry goods and grocerystore Is near completion, where h
will, no doubt, with his courtesy andmany"? was asked one of the lead- ability, train many friends and cue-ing members of the house committee Winery.an foreign affairs. Not much room for suspicion when"Yes, ithiuk there is," was the you see a young widower going intoreply given in a very thoughtful, de-1 town with his sweetheart's dady.liberative tone. I A certain gentleman of Ude coin"Do you think that Secretary Bay- munity was on the streets proclaimard is in any way to blame for the lug the worthof his son-in-law as be-present condition of affairs?" wa° ing equal to $10,001). Whether realthen asked.
!estate or appreciation would be hardNo, most decidedly I do not. On to temthe contrary I think he has managed , Simple Simon asks the editor whattime tter very ably, anti it is only is good for a young mustache andbecause I know he will have to give burneldes. For fear he will receiveway shortly to Itinine that memos me no answer and as he is a neighboringto believe ;.there is danger of a war t•orrespondent, I will perscribe fobetween the United States and Iler- him. Deaden your nost-too touch
shade. Sprinkle the surface wel'141!3a; you give me your ideas, in a with Homestead tobacco grower; letnut mhell, dl this whole Samoan dial- that remain all night, then apply oneeultyr 
ounce of carbolic acid; that will bring"Yes, in a very few words. I ler-
Hoer fails.many for mime years hue, for both tilt
Simple Simon says several wed-
mercial and political reasons been
dings are expected HI this neighbor-
looking with covetous eyes on the hood soon. wen,
Simon, the boys
; Samoau islands. And with Bismark ;
; are half married. They have the eon
to want is to get or try to
get' s() Kent of their own minds.that he has for a long time been qui-
etly working to establish a elermau The Sabbath day is outraged withsod more shamefulness here then any
protectorate over these islands,
'other place in north Christian. The
things have now reached a stage
tol father with his sons, guns and !townie
nwghhetnvi:re tilsieipu repared if necessary ir he sahnot gain-hts makes the woods ring with their yellsand yelps. We need an elevator.
point through diplomacy. If the
United States is to defeat hint Mr. Frank Wright is buying tobac-through diplomacy, it is absolutely co in this community.necessary that we should have the
(assistance .,of England, and with
Blaine secretary of state I do not be-
lieve that hi possible. Nor is it pos-
sible for the United States lo stop
Germany by fume unless we can get
at least six months time to prepare a
navy. If war ehoulti be declared in
sixty days It would be disastrous to
the United States. That is why I
view the situation with alarm."
A notable feature of the debate in
. Mr. Rufus (humble's little' sou isy quite sick at this time.
Mr. Jarman'e little son fell andg stuck a stick in his leg just below hisit knee. Tile wound is very painful.
Mrs. M. 'I'. Johnson is going to'mend this week with friends and rel-ative's in your city. FTTA.
t'oeud Dead.
Henry Bronaugh, a colored man
about forty yearn of age, was found
dead Sunday morning on the vacantlot in the rear of the carriage factoryon Eighth street. He was employedas a porter in the grocery establish-ment of Messrs. Greer & Reese andhad been sent by the latter with abaaket of groceries about 7 o'clock onthe previous night. Ile was seen by
several parties on the street at a late
hour with the basket upon his arm.The basket was by his side with thecontents untouched when the un-fortunate man was discovered. Ap-parently life had been extinct but ashort time. The body was taken tor the court house where the coroner
quicklyeurninofted a jury which re-I turned the following verdict: We,the jury-, find that the deeetesed came
to his death of alcoholism." Theworst thing that could be said of himis that he It as given to drink. He wasa good twee) and was generally liked Iby. everyone. A wife end two chil-dren survive hint.
NNT
'Sample Room.
We have fitted up room No. 105Main street, under our large storage
rooms, and now have one of the fineststocks of new style furniture everhandled in this city. We handle all
grades from the hest to the cheapest.Weare making a specialty of FineBed-room and Parlor sets, Sofas,
Lounges, Upholetend chairs, Book-
cases, Hat Racks, Sideboards, FancyPlusb and Willow Rockers. We
also have a full line of New Ward-
robes, Dining Chairs, Bedsteads,
Cradles,, Centre tables, Mattresoes,
Safes and everything carried in a
large wholesale and retail house. We
cannot expect to walk right into W.:Iness unless we offer some extra in-
ducement. So we will say to 'meand all come anti examine out'
Iffinc Stock
We will sell you the best quality o
goods for less money than you can
get them in any retail store in Louie.
vile or any other large city. We willnot allow
nces
to interfere if we can please you In
our goods. Allow us to offer manythanks for your past patronage whichwe have [enjoyed. We will do our
best to merit a continuant* of thesame.




and CASKETS,And can furnish them day or nighton the shortest notice. Mr. A. W.Pyle, an experienced undertaker,willattend to all funerals entrusted to us.Thanking you again we are yoursmost obedient lv,
R. Clark a co.











Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Paia-Curerthe world has ever known.
112111 TRACE!"
Must Have Right of May
To NU Tin NM




Which will arrive in a few days. Look at these pricesand be convinced that we will sell then; at
A Great Sacrifice.
All wool Albatross, 40 inch wide, black, tan, lightblue, pink, cream and lavender •- -Henrietta cloth, 38 inches wide, blue, brown,green and tan. - - - - -English cashmere, 38 inches wide, blue, brown.green and tan. - - -Eleoani serges, 38 inches wide, all wool. -Silk'. velvet for dress trimming, stripes and solid. 
colors, all shades. - - . -
Dress plaids (checked gingliams) - -.Cotton plaids and checks for dresses and apronsWoolen, silk and bead sets for dresses. _
Dress Plaids in wool and silk - -
Stripes and plaids cotton velvet, all colors.Ladies' woolen hose, regular ribbed, per pair.Ky. " cashmere hose, " 64 66 46
black cotton hose, regular made -
genuine brilliant lisle, regular made
good cotton hose, striped and solid
Childrens' French ribbed, extra long hose
Having formed a partner-
ship as above, we solicit and
hope to receive the patron-
age of our friends.
BUCKNER & HAYS.
We will take insurance
ou all lines of property.
BUCKNitil t.V HAYS.
Fon BENT.-.t nice 4 room eottageon Jesup Avenue.
ItecesEn & HAYS.
Fartn of 140acres with house, barn.°milord, stable and an abundance ofwater; three miles from Ferguson'sstore; only' K10.00.
Rest business lot on 7th street, westof Main, at a great bargain.:
-A desirable residence lot on' Ninthstreet eery cheap.
Fun SALE-A good lot, with two-room 110101e, cost of the city limits.,on the Ruesellville pike, VERYCHEAP. A good investment.
Itrf:KNER &Hspit.
Loans negotiated and ab-
stracts of title to city and
county property furnished.
BroiNER & HAvs.
All persons having real
estate for sale or rent would
do well to place it in our
hands.
BUCKNER & HAYS.
We wish • few
OHM 4, Pelt MI
ifa(MIW to) ./on pie, the viretell carethe largesman ufact1111.11.. lit 401.1 e. Encitre two.cent 
t•L vimsrs
pesasiest.t.. mane) sa.:,oced
poem., :so silv1.11..., I o ..".`
Ctr %Asap., psketft.•
I 00entennmi 1.1anehrtur,ng Co., 




66 plain 64. 166 it
2 pieces fine embroidered flannel (red) per yardSilk veiling, all colors, dotted and plain
'Spool silk' veiling. red, blue and white
"Crepe lisse" rouching in colors only
Corticeilo spool silk, all colors, per spool
" twist " 3 spools for






























On our bargain counter you will find a nice line oflaces, embroideries and white goods at prices, less thanthey can be made for. Don't miss this sale, for yon willregret if. Remember these goods
Must be Sold.
And if yon Come early *von n-ill .2-et the
Bargains.
We have consolidated our stock in the room next to thecorner for the present until the painters are throughtheir work.
"The Old Reliable."
M. Finkel &Sons.
N. H. /4481144• ATI, .
1.1'11. ( I 41 4.
Inks.113 eArri Elittli.X.7 CRC 3LA C.11.01r.
Successors 0 ABERNATHY 81. CO.
Centra I Tobacco Warehouse,






I,. I n1.11141,0 si i • flif. 1,11, Large Stock. Weil ,sorted. I W4 rk ;
poto..r of thelturesu,, "MA tilketterreof c:litak wht....1. wpttin. large res. IErraeneffored 
57 Franklin Street. Clarksville, Ten.n.
The attraction of the earth on all
bodies le of little oonsequeuce com-
pared to those on the Greenville road
among the boys. TAT.
Sweet Spring Notes.
SWEET SP/IINO, Jan. )11.--Ifiles
Ryan has a subscription school
fifteen scholars at the Haddock school
house.
We are expecting a wedding in
these parts very moon and we wishthe house attendant upon the refer- them much happiness od success Inof the tariff bill to the ways and means
committee was the speech of Mr.
McKinley, of Ohio, who is believed
to represent the views of Oen. Harri-
eon. Ile made an appeal to the Dem-
()crate tp relieve the present situation
by agreeing to some sort of a compro-
mise which will reduce the treasury
surplus by thirty or forty minima of
dollars. 'What effect this appeal will
have is of equree at this time a matter
of conjecture, but there are many
Democrats who believe that e com-
promise will be effected whereby a
bill that will meet the approval of
the most conservative members of
both parties will be tweed to. If att
agreement is reeched it hi,probable
that the mold qf the reduetioq will
come from the interms1 'TWIN();
The sudden death of Representative
Burner, of Missouri, on Thursday
morning, caused the adjournment of
the house, which prevented a vote
being taken on the Oklahoma bill
that day as had been previously
agreed upon by vote of the house. An
attempt will be made to get it up this
week, and if that !Allah will be called
up next Monday under a suspension
of the relee. •
As the end of the present edigiqle-
tration draws nearer the popularity of
Mrs. Cleveland seems to timetable, if
that were possible. Saturday- after-
noon, notwithstanding a disagreeable
rainstorm, nearly two thousand peo-
ple attended her public reception.
The sixth candidate for public
printer under Harrison has made his
appearance in this city.
Mr. Randall is very itplignant et
the report sent out from WashiugtAmas to his intended action in opposi-tion to the wishes of the Democratic.
members of the ways and megrim coin-
mince of the house in retard to the
tariff bill. The fact is that Mr, Ban-
deli will do nothing to embarrass the
members of that conituittee.
Frank Hatton, the new editor of the
Washington Post, loses nit opportun-
ity of booming Mahone for a cabinet
position, but the indlestione are thatMr. Hatton's influence with lien.Harrison is Verv
Senator Beek% abitence from thesenate has been felt by both sides ofthe chamber, and especially duringthe debate on the tariff bill. On thissubject there is no abler man in eitherhouse of congress. The distinguishedKentuckian and invalid reports hishealth as greatly' improved and ex-pects to return soon. Ile is in Cuba.
Croup is a terror to young mother*,especially during the winter monthsas it is then most prevalent. It canalways be prevented, if properlytreated as soon as the first symptomsappear. Hoarseness is the firstsymptom; this is S001.1 followed by mmpeculiar, rough cough. If Chamber-lain's Cough Ikmedy le freely givenas soon as these symptoms appear, itwill invariably prevent the attack.There is no danger in giving the rem-edy, as it contains no Injurious sub-stance. For sale by II. It. Garner.novS0w3et
•
WHAT SELLS.
Any article of genuine merit oughtto sell, Nome place 13, B. B. againstthe world. We regent below a re-markable showing front en obscuresection, not traversed by railroads,which carries its own convietion. Itis the seine way 'wherever B. B. B.has been introduced and given a trialwith other remedies:
A REMARKABLE SHOWING FOR B. B
AGAINS/ IIENEDIEY.
Prrs.tm Co., April 29, 1887,
I have been muttering motet thirtyyears with an itching and burning allover my fare and body. I took eigh-teen bottles of one blood medicineand it did me no good. I co lllll tentedlast January to use B. B. B., and af-ter using five bottles I felt better andstouter than I have in thirty years,my health is better and I weight morethan I ever did. The itching hasnearly ceased, and I ant confidentthat a few Inure bottles of B. B. B.will cure me entirely-. I ism sixty-two years old and can now do a goodday's work in my field. I consider itthe best medicine I have ever ;seen,for it eertainly did me more- goodthan all the medicine 1 have ever ta-ken. 1 had. in all, nearly a hundredrisings on my fve, neck and body.
.1 A it Ea Pi iittYoN.
••••••••••-r••
TWOBOITLENCURE HilEl'il ti1141.
BoucinTos, ARK., June 4, les7.I cheerfully state the followingfarts in regard to the use of your Med-ieine in my family. My little son, 14years of age, guttered front an acuteattack of rheumatism, caused by un-due exposure and chilling of the blood •I heard your remedy highly recom-mended, and purchased one bottle ofMonerief & Bro., Prescott, Ark. lbabout one month, after tieing the bot-tle, he became 80 much better that Igot the second bottle. which is nowbeing used, and my son is nearly well,and I think by removing hint to acooler summer climate (v.Stieh I willdo) and cOntinuing its use, a perfectcure will be effected. I consider B.B. B. a most excellent blood pUritier.
CHAS. H. Tyres,B. 8. Agt„ Boughton, Ark.
A Seelt of Wonders, Pree.
All who desire full informationabout the cause and cure of BloodPoisons, Scrofnla and Mend u lourSwellings Ulcers, Sores, Rheuma-tism, Kidney ('omplaints, Catarrh,etc., can secure by mail Pee, a copyof our 32-page illumtrated book ofwonders, filled with the most wonder-ful and startling proof ever beforeknown. Address,











Messrs. Landes h Clark, attorneys
of the Ohio Valley Railroad Compa-
ny, are In receipt of a letter from a
high official of the company denying
in the strongest terms the rumor to
the effect that the latter contemplated
the purchase of the P,rinceton division
of the L. it N. system. Judge Joe
of this eltzt is nqw iq
endetsou and writes to a gentleman
here that after a careful investiga-
tion he finds the rnmor to be absolute-
ly without foundation.
Dr. T. W. Forshee, the celebrated
specialist and senior physician and
surgeon of the Coffee, Medical and
Surgical Institute, of Louisville, Ky.,
will be at the Phenix Hotel Satur-
day, Feb. 9th, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. in.,
and will return once a month this
year. Those who are afflicted would
do well to call and see him at his next
visit. Ttose who consulted him are
well:pleaaed. Consultation free. Re-
member date. Come early. ,One day
only. See advertisement for particu-
lars.
Keep your money at home and it
will return to your own pocket. The
money which you spehd in other
cities for articles whieil, you CHO du-
plicate here is gene frqm you and
yours forever tied is that much eon-
41' 
T 11 E NEW ERA.1 Venal gocustnao.
—1.1.7111LRAIOLD ay—
V.. Ere Printing end Publish ng Ca.
$1 A TEAR.
ebreeti at .rte Postoalce i Hopkiaavilie
ti' elaaa Matter. 
I Go to A. 0. Buell for boots and
1, shoes and save money. tf
Telephone 441, J. F. Gordon di Co.,
for the best coal in the market.
License to marry was issued Mon
day morning to Mr. J. H. Pendelto
as and Miss Jennie Smith.
William Stevenson, was fined $2.50
and cost before the city court this
morning for breach of peace.FRIDAY. FEBRUARY I. I889.
$ lir SOCtetti.
Jule Winrrw,uf corker. was in town Tura-
day.
dia Rue Dunn, td Cadiz, IS the gutat of Mrs.
Lulu Long.
Mr. Walker Gunn, of Cerulean, was In the
eft, Monday.
It. Y. Palette:we Jr.. of Pembroke, was in
town Mot day.
Mr. John Garnett, of Pembroke, was in the
y Tuesday.
Jar. Stuart, of Pembroke. was In town
Wednesday.
Mr. Richer 1 Caudle, of Newatead, was In
th • city Tuesday.
Mr. Sam Glover, of Long' lew, was in the
eity Wedneedis).
Miss Lucy Trabue. of Locals% ille, I. v isit ing
Mr.. loon eel 'Jr.
M hut Bettie Clark, of Pent br Ate. is v toting
the family of Capt
H. M. Tradune and James 0 yens, of Pem-
broke, werr tot /le City Monday.
Ai r. Jasatbs. iU I Aittisv ille, ino merly of . his
city. IN visiting friends here.
J E. Thomas. of Kt. Einjo. is spendiug se% -
era! days with friends in the city.
Sam Hester returned Wednesday from La-
fayette, where he had been writing insurauee.
Mr. (ie.,. W. Word, a leading farmer, of
I•oadt Christian, spent Wednesday in the
tl y.
Mrs. W. T. Johnson. of the Antioeh neigh-
borhood, is Diting friend% In the city this
week.
Same& Soiotno% of Clarksville, is spending
eeveral days in town, the guest of his brother,
Max Solomon.
Mr. James Anderson and wife returned Sat-
urday evening from a lengthy visit to rela-
tives at Hartford.
Mia• Mabel Dodd, accompanied by her
.ousln, Miss Laura May Rowe, has returned
home from Greenville.
Mrs. S. L. Richardson left Thursday for
Knoxville, Tenn., to spend the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. SYssuel Ringgold.
Clarksville Progress, Tuesday: Co'. James
A. McKensie is in the city . Lewis Guth-
rie. of Hopkituiv ille. is in the city.
Mier Vic Brasher, who has been visiting the
family of her brother, Mr. J no. L. Brasher,
returned home to-day.
Miss Myrtle Williams, who has been attend-
ing school at Cedar Bluff, Warren county, te-
turned to tier home uear Lafayette Tuesday.
Mrs. J. IL Bowling and daughter. Miss
Mattie Bell, returned to chef, borne in Clarks-
ville Monday, after a pleasant visit to Dr. and
Mrs. B. 4. Wood.
30.
When everything else fails, Dr.
Sage's t'atarrh Remedy curer. .50
cents, by druggists.
Marriage Licenses,
Virgil C. Brown, to Willie Helloley.
Henry Flowers, to Delia Grace.
eoLonai).
Wm. Gardner, to Ela Cunningham.
Jake Quarles, to Lillie Ritter.
 —.see
Ewa Time.
• The Henderson Gleaner says: The
L. & N. through fast mail uesde the
run last night from Hopkinsville to
this city, a distance of seventy-live
miles, in one hour and thirty-five
minutes.
To Correnpondenta.
Kind friends, don't write on both
sides of your paper. If you are short,
drop in at the office when you are in
town and get a supply here. W'e will
gladly give you all you need.
It is Spinal Meningitis.
The Sturgis Enterprise says: "Dr.
J. 0. Dixon, of Dixon, in a letter to
Dr. Conn, of this place, states that
the epidemic which has been raging
in Webster county is cerebro-spinal
meningitis, and that seventeen have
died of the congestive malignant type
and six, having the simple inflamma-
tory type, are still lingering. There
have been twenty-three cases; no new
ones for the past six days."
A Tate.
Man—woman—love. Nashville the
starting point. Both came to Guth-
• rie; man slipped off with woman's
trunk and cash. Went to Clarks-
ville; woman followed; told tale to
Progress man, who wrote column and
a half. Mau skipped out from Clarks-
ville soon as she arrived. Woman
said she married him; don't believe
it; sent back to Nashville. Waiter
in a ('ollege street boarding 1) house.
The end.
Golden Wedding.
The golden wedding of Richard
Vaughan and his wife at Fairview,
on the 24th, was a very enjoyable cre-
elution. About 100 of their friends
and relatives assembled there to en-
joy the interchange of social greet-
ings an -I to extend their congratula-
tions to the happy twain who have so
joyously rounded out their half hun-
dred years of wedded bliss. They
were the recipients of many beautiful
and costly presents suitable to the oc-
casion and nearly $50 in gold coin all
of which they duly appreciate and
for which their hearty thanks are
hereby extended to the generous
donors.
Chance for Another Passion Poem.
The Evansville Tribune says: Miss
Mettle Posey, the Henderson young
lady who was attacked by a ruffian on
the streets of New York, and robbed
of her purse and some jewelry, can
soothe her fluttered nerves with re-
flection that the mishap introduced
her intimately to e'Very'famous lady.
4
e. attack wag' i'viltieseed by Mrs.
Wheeler' Milieux, the famous
authoress, who was near the spot,
riding in the carriage of her friend,
Mrs. Frank Leslie. Mrs. Wilcox
took Miss Posey home in her carriage
and was aO actively interested in the
case as to call frequently to see Mies
Posey and also te go voluntarily to
the police court to testify against the
assailant.
A Sad Aoeident.
A most unfortunate accident hap-
pened to Jimmie the little ten-year-
old son of Mr. J. M. Richardson, editor
of late Glasgow Times, yesterday
morning. The little fellow got out of
bed while his father and mother were
out of the room, and going too close
to the fire .his night-clothes caught
and were almost entirely burned from
his body. Before Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
tirdsori, who' heard hls screams could
reach him and extIngulah the flames,
11.11411 b.11411t °I4H404' trent his feet t4;
is head, and rufl'ere terribly. It is
feared he cannot survive his injuries.
The New ERA extends its sympathy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richardson, and
hopes for an early recovery of the
little fellow,
Coma ito tweet Convention.
THE Frankfort Capital calls atten-
tion to a matter of importance, which
should not be forgotten by the voters
of Kentucky: "Very few newspa-
pers in Kentucky are giving promi-
nence to the fact that at the next
Albitegust election the question of call-g a convention to revise the state
constitution will be determined.
Should the vote be favorable to call-
ing the convention, the next general
asambly will provide for the election
of delegate* to such convention. lf,
however, the vote should be eleia7
Vdrible, lit that has been done go.et
'naught, id the *MIMI alreistly
gained will have to be gone over tributea to the huilding of another
again, It ItO important that these city. If there is an Industry here
favoring a revision of the present , patronize it. If there is an enterprise
constitution of Kentucky should be here asking for your good will, help
impressed by the fact that every voter i it. Don't let personal matters' enter
not casting his vote in favor of calling , into business transactions. Buy from
the convention is counted against the your neighbor whether you like him
proposition." or not. Your interests are common.
A dispatch from Warhiugton state
that Collier did get there yestertia
with Kentucky's electoral vote.
There are several "weddings in
high life" billed for the near future.
The New ERA will keep its readers
posted.
Dr. N. Lightfoot, 'eminent in Hen-
derson county, fell dead of heart dl.-
ease at his home in Hebardsville
Saturday.
A rabid dog bit a little son of Mr
Jack Warren aear Owensboro, Fri
day. Four other dogs were bitten be
fore the animal was killed.
The physicians of the city are corn-
ing to the front on the telephone ques-
tion. Drs. Sergeant di Blakey, Dulin,
and Young & Gann, have had them
put in.
The Evergreen bodge K. P..is on a
decided boom and the membership
conatautly increasing. The Knights
are making extensive preparations
for the grand blow out of Feb. 19th.
Rev. John 0. Bust is home from
Louisville to spend several weeks
with his family. He has finirthed the
first course of the Theological Semi-
nary with a successful exinaination.
John Ellis is going to make a suc-
cess of the city transfer line. He has
already secured a fine omnibus and
perfected all arrangements for the
work. The NEW Elle wishes him
success.
Rev. J. W. Lewis, of this city who,
has been assisting in a protracted
meeting at Bowling Green, has re-
turned home. The Times says he has
preached some very able and effective
sermons.
Nathaniel Cotton, one of the old-
est patients at the asylum, died Sun-
day night of old age. He came here
from Nelson county about thirty
years ago. Dr. Rodman has tele-
graphed his friends.
Rev. Sam Small has consented to
deliver several speeches in the coun-
ty in the interest of prohibition dur-
ing the prohibition campaign. His
words will carry great weight as he
is known to be an earnest worker.
The division of this magisterial dis-
trict into four votiug.preoincts will
not go into effeet until after March
and the vote on the prohibition ques-
tion which will occur on March 2nti,
will be held at the usual voting places.
James Crocker, the murderer of
Tim Hauley, was arrested at Hender-
son Saturday and carried back to
Clarksville, the scene of his crime.
There was R reward of one hundred
dollars offered for his arrest and de-
livery.
A poor boy was arrested in Louis-
ville for stealing& newspaper, but the
well-to-do men all over the country
go scot free for borrowing them while
the owner is not at hand and forget-
ting to bring them back. Which is
the worst crime?
An eloquent and elevating It cture
will be delivered next Saturday night,
by Dr. James Medley at the Metho-
dist church. Dr. Medley is recog-
nized as the greatest platform orator
of the west. This is the fifth lecture
of the Chautauqua aeries and promises
to be one of the very best.
At Earlington a few days since two
young men quarreled over a trivial
matter, and one, As soon as the oth-
er's back was turned struck him over
the head with a club, killing him as
he thought. He left, but some hours
later WIL8 caught and jailed. The
injured man will recover.
The gloomy weather of the past
few days is not without It beneficial
results. The receipts at the various
warehoupeo' almost double any pre-
eeeding week of the season while the
stemmeries and factories are overrun
with the large amount of tootle tobacco
which has been pouring in.
Friday night, between Paducah and
Boaz station, a white boy named Juo.
Fowler, was shot and dangerously
wounded by a negro brakeman, Alex
Venable. The boy was stealing a
ride, and when found by the negro
was shot without provocation. Up to
last accounts the brute had not been
arrested.
We noticed on the streets to-day
something unusual for the month of
January, oneof the Advance Traction
engines. Forbes & Bro., inform us
they have sold two complete rigs of
the celebrated Advance Traction en-
gines and separators this year.
They had an immense trade on the
"Advance" last year.
"WILL an ice factory pay?" asks
the Hardin county Independent.
Young man, do you know that it costs
lest' than fifteen cents per hundred to
manufacture that article, and that
nature hasn't furnished enough of
that commodity this winter to mix
one good cocktail? Will in ice fac-
tory pay? Sir, do you want the earth
and the heevegg ebeve.
We learn of the sad death of
Miss Donie Ilarned, near Vaughan's
Chapel, after a short Illness. She
left an infant about a week old, who
will never realize the tenderness of a
mother's love, but must necessarily
bear the cold and unfeeling frowns of
a selfish world, without the protect-
ing watch-care of a father, who was
false to all the better instincts of hon-
orable manhood, anti whose unre-
strained weakness made it a poor in-
nocent child of misfortune.
a
Ike Lipetine, familiarly known as
Lazarus, came near being run over
by a freight train at the depot Wed-
nesday.
Moore Commentlery No. 6. K. T.,
rill meet at the Masonic hall to-
night to transact business of imper-,
- Lattice.
o Mr. and Mrs. I. Burnett :Ind
daughter Matte, returned Tuesday
evening from a week's visit to rela-
tives In Paducah.
A revival began at the Methodist
church Sunday, and will contiutie for
two weeks. Rev. J. W. Lewis, the
pastor, will be ably motioned.
About everybody in the city who
can will attend the theatre Thursday
night to give Mathews a warm wel-
come to the place of his birth.
A skeleton was unearthed by an
Irishman while grading down some
lots In Clarksville a day or so ago.
Nothing is known as to how it came
there.
Mr. C. H. Roberts, an old and high-
ly esteemed farmer of this county,
formerly of Clarksville, died Tuesday
morning. He was buried at the old
Parish piaci to-day.
Mr. J. M. Adams has purchased
the iitterest of his partner, A. C.
Ith•hards, and will conduct a gener-
al merchandise business henceforth
under his own name.
The ladies of the Baptist church,
will have a musical and parlor con-
cert Friday night, at the residence of
Mr. S. U. Buckuer, on South Maio'
street. An admission fee of 10,ntse
will be collected.
Louis Solomon, a native of this
county, died Sunday at his home in
Edgefield, Tenn., after a long illnetto.
The remains were taken to the family
burying ground near Kelly's station
for interment Tuesday.
Frankel Bros. have removed the
remnant of their dry goods stock
into the room formerly tilted as *le
clothing department and will proceed
to sell it at a great sacrifice in order
to make room for the stock of clothing
and shoes which will be opened in a
few weeks.
The chief attraction of the week
will be Dr. Hedley's lecture at the
Methodist church Saturday night at
7:30 o'clock. Dr. Hediey has beer ti a
lecturer constantly for the past eight
years, and is considered by critics as
one of the very best. Those who fail
to hear him will miss a rare treat.
It is announced from Louisville
that Emmett Logan, of the Times,
will form a syndicate of Kentucky
papers to publish an historical novel
left by the late Wallace Gruelle att a
legacy to his wife. The proceeds will
go to benefit Mrs. Gruelle, who was
left in a destitute condition.
The attention of the old council was
frequently called to the condition of
Seventh street, between Liberty and
the railroad, but it was ignored al-
together, and the street is now almost
impassable for vehicles. It is hoped
that the street committee will see that
this is remedied, and oblige the tax-
payers living in this vicinity.
Friday night a burglar attempted
to force an entrance into the reg-
dence of Mr. J. P. Braden on north
Main street. Mr. and Mrs. Braden
were at church and no one was on the
premises but the children, whose
screams brought several neighbors to
the rescue. At their approach the
villian fled leaving no clue as to his
identity.
Wooldridge it Co. is the style of a
new firm which launches out in the
coal bushiest' to-day. Messrs. Rob-
ert and Major Wooldridge are the
members and they are too well known
In this city to need words of cotnmen-
dation. Major Wooldridge will give
his personal attention to filling all
orders left to the firm, and as he is de-
servedly popular in the city will no
doubt have many of them to attend
to.
Another "belled buzzard" has come
o the front. He was captured on
Wednesday by Mr. S. R. Boyd, and
n the bell which was fastened
round his neck, was inscribed, "M.
. White, Garrettsburg, Ky." The
uscription could hardly be discerned
•ith a strong magnifying glass, and
he date was too dint and worn to
ead with certainty, though it looked
Ike "1842."
The burglary of the railroad cars
hich occurred last week near
he tank turns out to be not so bad as
SS at first supposed. While the
urglars were busy throwing boxes
nd kegs and packages from the cars
hey were discovered by a brakeman
ho immediately gave the alarm
hereupon the thieves fled and sue-
eeded in making their escape. The
goods were all discovered and suttee-
uent investigation shows that uoth-
ng was nessing.
The Paducah Standard is authority
or the following: President P. 0.
elsey, of the Ohio Valley railroad,
nformed a Paducah gentleman at
enderson a few days since that as
soon As his road was completed from
enderson to Evansville, he would
un trains from the latter place to Pa-
ucah via Princeton over the N. N.
M. V. Work is now rapidly pro-
ressing on the incline by which the
. V. will cross the river at Evans-
ille, aed Mr. Kelsey itetici eates hav-
ng it celepleted by tepee time in
anal.
4 number of our merchants are
aving a brief and concise sketch of
opkinsville printed on the backs of
heir envelopes. The sketch indl-
ates the population of the city, its
esources, its educational latentes ,
anufacturing enterprises, banking 
apital, deposits, with statistics at:-
ating to the tobacco market, etc.
his is an enterprising step and
hould be followed by every business
tan in the city. These letters eircu-
ate over the entire country and nee-
ssarily come under the observation
f many people who are on the look-
ut for favorable locations.
The Buffalo, N. Y., Courier has this
to say of Dr. Medley, who Is to lecture
at the Methodist church Saturday
evening, at 7;30.; 'tpr. Iledley 10 ih
every particular a tiew men, endlhis
leCtlitil 'The Sunny elide of Life,' is
as unique and peculiar as any we
ever listened to. It was chaos with-
out confusion. Each element so
sparkled in its own light that bril-
liancy was common to the whole and
served As its unifying link. It Was a
perfect mosiac. Bits of science, lit-
erature, polities, religion, social life
and scores of other things, gad'
dropped into its proper place, the col-
ors so blending as to produce effects
the most beautiful."
William B. Tate, a wealthy citizen
of Granger county, Tennessee, has
deposited in the Lookout Bank of
Morristown the sum of $20,000 and he
provides for its dretribution among
the maimed and wounded survivers
of the Confederacy who still reside in
the first and second congressional
districts of Tennessee. He makes
itpecial prevision la favor of the wid-
/Iwo of niosv volunteers from (Iranger
county who went to the front and
died for their cause and their eountry.
The philanthropist was himself a
Confederate soldier and while accept-
ing the result of the mighty struggle
without complaint, he proves his
faith in his principles and his love
for the heroes who fought for them by
A NEW ENTERPRISE. I TOBACCO _DEPARTMENT.
••••10.0.40.•• 1*~W....I.I AJW1...•.••••••••••••••eal•
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it will be remembered that at its
annual meeting in Noventher, the
; Hopkinrville Tobacco Board of Trade
elected only two of the four Inspec-
tors required by its by-laws. Ott
Wednesday, February 6th it meets
butter and poultry in the city named to complete its work; and in tido
above, and is here with a view of connection seine reflection. on the
starting a business of that kind on a
large scale, in the event he is satis-
fied that the investment will be a pay-
ing one. The ( ommercial club had a
letter from the gentleman sonic weeks
ago relative to this matter, wide,' was
replied to and the/ advantages of our
city set forth. In reply to this letter
Mr. Landes turned up yesterday, and
was taken In charge by the club and
shown over the city and surrounding
country. He expresses himself as
well pleased wig,: everything he has
seep.
Mr. Landes doesja big business in
his home town, paying out for help
alone $1,300 per week, and if he can
be induced to locate here, the city and
county will reap much benefit. He
looked at several houses, and the
Commercial club will ascertain the
terms upon which they can be bought,
as he does not wish to rent.
Mr. Landes could hardly select a
better location for a business of this
kind. He would haves monopoly in
this territory, and ilS there is plenty
of room for the development of this
trade would soon do an enormous
business. Then again, the farmers
would reap a benefit. They would
always be assured a market for a 1
the eggs, butter and poultry they
could raise, and as Mr. Landes sup-
plies the eastern cities with these
products, a good price would always
prevail. As an evidence of the enor-
mous business of his house, he gated
that be paid out in forty-five days
$51,000 for these three articles.
H.11. Landes, of Charleston, Ill.. Like-
ly to Open a Dig Shipping
Howie Here.
H. B. Landes, of Charleston, Ill.,
has been in the city for a couple of
days. Mr. Landes is a dea ler in eggs
Heal Estate Transfers. --
Thomas Mitchell and wife to H. B.
Clark, 14 of 70 acres of land in district
No. 1, $200.
J. S. McCarley and wife to James
Holman and wife, 74 acres land in
district No. 2, $2,592.30.
J. T. Steger and wife to /1.'1'. Ham-
mock, 318 acres land in district No
3, 1700.
Wm. Carnes' to H. E. Massie, 103
acres land in district No.2, $2,420.
W. N. Johnson and wife to W. M
Johnson, 172 acres land in district
No. 1, $5,000.
J. H. McKenzie and wife to Alex
Killebrew, 5 acres land in district
No. a, $500.
Henry Johnson and wife to J. C
Courtney, 8$ acres land in district
No. 4, $1,000.
Jackson Hawkins and wife to G.
B, Croft, 56,  acres land in district
No. 3, $245.
F. Earner and wife to J. D. Collins,
35 eeres land in district No. 1, $110.
TOWN LOTS.
N. G. Brasher anti wife to Dr. P. S.
Anderson, lot in Casky, 4900.
John W. Wicks and wife to F. M.
West, lot at Wick's store, $150.
-
A new bank is soon to be started in
Owensboro, making eight in that city.
Mrs. Addle Cheatham is very ill of
typhoid fever at her home near La-
fayette.
Rev. John 0, Rust will conduct the
services at the Baptist church Sun-
day night.
Mrs. R. H. Poindexter, of ('larks..
yule, died Tuesday and Mrs. James
A. Bates Tuesday night.
The powerful traction engine which
Forbes it Bro. recently sold to parties
In Montgomery county, Tenn., ran
over an embankment Saturday near
Longview. It required an expert to
get the machine in shape again.
Mr. W. T. Radford has sold his
Medley farm, on the Clarksville pike,
seven miles from the city, to Mason
Bros., of Beverly, for $45 per acre.
This is one of the best tracts of land
In south Christian thought without
Improvements.
The grounds of the Henderson Fair
Company were sold Monday under a
decree of court to satisfy a mortgage
for the sum of $4,434. It was bought
in by a stock company who propose
to improve it and have a big fair next
fall.
The weekly meetings of the Robert
Burns Wilson circle continue to grow
In members and interest. It is the
first Chautauqua circle organized in
Hopkinsville, and has done much to
advance literary culture
Book-keeping, Commercial Arith-
metic and Penmanship, thoroughly
taught at South Kentucky College,
by an accountant from Goodman's
liusiness College, Nashville Tennes-
see. Apply to
tit JAS. E. &oily, Pres't.
Charles McKee it Co. have a cer-
tificate of membership in the national
Pure Food association exhibited in
their window. This speaks well for
the firm, and the association 'should
endeavor to increase Its Membership
in this section. •
The Henderson Gleaner says that
track laying will Le begun on the Ohio
Valley from Evansville to the Ohio
river crossing within the next three
days. The iron will be laid down in
place just as fast as the weather will
admit of.
Mrs. Bowling, who was injured by
an accident on the 0. it N., at Russell-
ville some time ago, brought: suit for
$15,000 damages against the company.
She WAS offered $3,000 to compromise,
which was refused. The court, Mon-
day, awarded her $2,(00.
Mrs. Swayne, living in Carroll
county, Tenn., a sister of Mr. Hugh
Nelson and Mrs. E. T. Green, of titis
city, died suddenly last Tuesday
morning She was a most estimable
woman and had lived out, nearly, her
four score years. Her son, Hugh,
died just a few days prior.
('harley Barnes and Miss Annie
Morris, of the Bainbridge' vicinita,
started to Clarksville with matrime-
aial intention Wednesday eight abogt,
;2 o'clock. Wheu just beyond the
second toll-gate they were overtaken
and turned beck by a brother of the
would-be bride, who interposed stren-
uous objections to the match. The
entire party returned to this city at
7 o'clock next morning and after tak-
ing breakfast, set out on trite return
home.
Sherman Wallis, who recently es-
caped from the work.hotio‘ superin-
tendent, was arrested by Officer Vin-
cent Wednesday and sent back to
work out his unexpired term. A
large rock hammer tied with a stride
was found upon his person when
searched and he was tried before
Judge Brasher for carrying a slung
shot. The court, however, decided
that his weapon was not a slung shot
and that the defendant could not be
punished for carrying such a missile,
40.
Several let's age Camberlain it
(7o., ef einealittewa, Commenced
misthe tier:lc aro e coagh remedy,
h,
believing it to be t most prompt and
reliable preparation yet produced for
coughs, oolds an croup that the pub-
/iv appreciate true merit, and in time
it was certain to become popular.
Their most sanguine hopes have been
more than realized. Over three hun-
dred thousand bottles of Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy are now Hold
each year, and it is recognized as
"the best made," wherever it Is
known. It will cure a severe cold in
the generous donation of a large por- less time than any other treatment
tion of his own fortune. For Kale by H. B. Garner. nov20w38t
Hopkinsville
iinpertinent. SI 
inspection may not be
twe the abandon-
Illellt or the warehouse i siege ion
some years since, and the organize-
of a bonded inapt-talon, the Hopkins-
vine market has steadily grown in
the esteem of tiw planter, and the
confidence of the buyer. The reason
for this is patent. The planters, as a
class, are honest men, and they ask
and desire only that the wimples
drawn from their tobacco shall be
what their BAUM import's—samples
of the hop:hetet@ front which they
are drawn and which they are sup-
posed to represent; this they know
is assured!, when the inspector is un-
der obligations neither to their cone
missiou merchant nor to the broker
who is expected to bey their tobacco,
while the seine fact, the independ-
ence of the inspector, secures the
eonfi,:ence of the purchaser, and
thus, mutualjy, both are benefitted.
The 1 uyer, knowing _that he is
getting that which he buys,
freely bids to the extent of
his limit, while, because of this
confidence, the planter receives out-
side quotations. Nor is this the only
benefit accruing to planters because
of an inspection such RS the Hopkins-
vine market has possessed for years,
as is abundantly attested by its re-
cord. The fact that orders may be
Mks! On this markt•t without the
spectre of a reelaination, with the
persistency of litintititeo ghost, ris-
ing before the eyes of the broker, rais-
ing its bony finger in warning with
each additional bid, innures, in the
very nature of things, to the interest
of the raiser; so long as the broker
can fill his orders without apprehen-
sion, so long will orders seek this
market, and so long will there be a
demand for the product of the brain
and brawn of the farmer, not always,
possibly, at prices as full as he would
wish, but always to the very line;
that the purchaser can atfbrd to pay
We felicitate the Hopkinsville Board
of Trade that, under its admirable
system ot inspection, admirably exe-
cuted, protecting both planter and
buyer, itteserenity . is undisturbed by
rumors of demands for reclamations
to an enormous extent in some of our
sister markets. This exemption
from claims for reclamation, to any
considerable extent, which this mar-
ket enjoys is , not fanciful, nor the
claim to it ineubstantial. It is sus-
eeptible of easy demonstration that
the ratio of claims for reclamation to
the whole number of hogsheads sold
Is smaller on- this than any other
market in the west—a fact that is
receiving recognition in the east—and
while the true reason of this very de-
sirable state , of affairs has already
been alluded to, there is another
factor which has contributed to some
extent in producing this result and
which is worthy of the consideration
of tobacco raisers, and that is, that
the Hopkinitthle market is essential-
ly a planter's market, and while its
sales may not aggregate as much as
some others, the amount of farmers'
tobacco sold is larger, in proportion
to the whole amount itoidahan in any
other market in the dark tobacco
disttict.
The Western Tobacco Journalaof
Cincinnati, under the caption, "How
Can it be Accounted For?" says:
"Notwithstanding the imports into
Great Britain-of American tobacco in
1888 were 16,000 hilde.. lass than 1887,
and the deliveries In the two years al-
most identically the sione-423 hhds.
more in favorof 1888 than 18147—stocks
at the end of '88 were only 9,53 hhds-
less than at the close of '87, indicating
one of several things: that inanufac-
turers reduced their manufacture that
amount, or pUrt of that amount, made
up the deficit or part of the deficit out
of bond, or used substitutes or conti-
nental or Asietie growths to that
extent."
The Louisville warehousemen seem
little disturbed by the bolt of certain
manufacturers, but pursue the even
tailor of their way. The following,
referring to Tuesday's sale, is from
the Courier-Journal, and may be of
Interest to our readers: "The small
percentage of rejections, about one
hogshead in ten, is sufficient evidence
of the satisfactory condition of the
market. The attendance of buyers
was large and the bidding
active in spite of the very large offer-
ings. Prices held up quite firmly to
last Friday's excellent showing until
an hour before the close, when there
was considerable irregularity for all
grades. But this called out renewed
bidding and/tliere was no indication
of a break in the market. Dark to-
bacco held Its place well, but in this,
toe, there:wigs some irregularity.
The Hopkiitsville market this week
showed no Indications of receding.
Prices of last Week were sustained an
all grades, and possibly on good lugs,
and the better grades of leaf, ad.
yawed a fraction. ;While the in(hi.
eations are 'not stialt as to justify
"great expeciationo,'." there is, on the
other hand, no cause:for despondency,
and while the situation may not be
altogether aewe would wish, the out-
look is not without hope. Quotations
are as follows:
Logs, (.01111110I1'  *1 75 to r2:11
good • 
L mm 
xi to Li 7.1
ief, coon $4 WU) $.1 
B)" medium- 15 75 to 96 .iu
.• good r Otto is 7:I
No select Ions offered.
Sales by '.Abernathy & Long of 48
Mids. of tobacco as follows.
5 hit's. lutetium to good leaf, $9 20,
8 60, 7 00, 6 75, 6 25.
hhds. common leaf, $4 00 to $5 55.
:at Wide. old frosted lugs at $1 00-
Three hogsheads of tobacco em-
braced in this este were raised and
put up by H. F. Hopson, near Roar-
ing Springs, and brought $9 LI) and
$8 60 fur the leaf and $4 00 for the
lugs, making the crop average $7 27.
Sales by Gent 4 Gaither Co., of
Wis.. as follows;
9 iffids, new eornmon leaf, $3 2.5 to
$5 00.
14 blithe new medium to good leaf,
$6 00 to $7 50.
2 hhdre new common lugs, $1 70 to
$2 50.
2 hhds. old eommon leaf, e3 00.
" " frosted lugs, $1 00.
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper it ('0., of
9 hhds. as follows:
5 hints. leaf, $4 20 to $8 20.
4 " lugs, $1 50 to $3 00.
Sales by li'lleeler, Mills it eo., of 19
hh•ls. as follows:
Ii ithdit. lugs, $1 65 to $3 65.
10" leaf, $4 00 to $7 W.




Receipt* for past mo. :1110 
Receipts for the year
Sales for past month UI ...... 701.
Sales for the year .
Ship. for part u ..... th 071 ..... .
ship. for the year lar2  
Stock out hand Aligt 4.14 4.
it r. tis mica, Inspector.
.11.—
Backles's arnica Salve.
Time best salve in tile world for Cute
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter. Cliapped
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively (Airco Plice,or no
pay required. It is guarranteed to
give perfect satisfaction, or money
refunded. Price 25 cents per box,
For sale by Harry B. Garner.
Mr, L. L. Backlier lost one of his






The Glasgow Times says: Anoth-
er of the tiross family died with ty-
phoid fever last week. This makes
the Meth one of this most unfortunate
family to die with this dreadful dis-
ease., anti a seventh is now sick. The
Times is told that out of a household
of seven, only a few weeks ago, all
are now dead except the unhappy 1
father. This is one of the inost hor-
rible vialtations of lever ever known
or heard of in this section.
PR E FE RR F,D LOCALS
.•••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••
The• Steam Laundry
not only has established a trade at
home but has ageets at many points
on the L. it N. railroad and at other
plates, and is building up a new en-
terprise that Hopkinoville should feel
proud of. The Thursday's delivery
of laundry from the llopkintwille
Steam Laundry was delayed this
week on account of putting in a larger
engine and boiler. After this we will
call for and deliver laundry twice
every week.
New Coal Firm.




It is now a twitted fact with all
great prophets includineamyself that
we will have plenty of- very cold
weather this season. And in order
to make things lively for the balance
of this winter, we will tame out all
heavy goods at lesa titan the low
prices we have been moiling them at
up to this date.
Blankets in White, Red and (Ira)',
Comforts, Quilts and Lup Robes;
Flannels in all collorm; all heavy
hetes and Short; prices eut in too.
Overeouts at one-half prier, all cloaks
absolutely sacrificed to close. Give
Us an early cull.
N. B. SHYER.
BOOTS.
We will close out our entire stock
of Heavy Boots at cost.
011.t.ieeNe it KENNIDY.
Tailor's Parlor.
F. T. Gorman has removed
to Main street over Kelly's
jewelry store, where he has
fitted up a handsome
& Go. Tailor's Parlor.
Call and see us, or send ill
your orders. Will serve you
with first class coal. •
Dori t
forget the date, and come
with all your friends. "Farm-
er's Day, February 2nd.
1.14814Err & Co.
We are always glad to show every-




W'itite Goods, Ifambergo, Swissess,




At Bassett's & Co's on''Farrn-
er's Day." See announce-
ment on It page.
The proprietor of the Hopkinsville
Steam Laundry guarantees you to get
as good Laundry done at the Hopkins-
yule Steam Laundry as at any Laun-
dry in the country.
Chamber Suits.
We have undoubtedly the largest'
assortment of ohamber suits ever
brought to this city.
T1e:me:40N I MCREYNOLDS.
Street Sprinkling.
I take this method of expressing
my thanks to the business men of the
city for awarding to me the contract
to sprinkle the streets during the
coming season. I will begin the work
at the proper time and guarantee
that it will be done to the satisfaction
of my friends and patrons.
Respectfully rum,
W. F. VAUGHAN.
The best brands of Cigars
and Chewing and Smoking
Tobacco at Wyly & Burnett's.
Chairs of every description and of
best quality can be found at the mam-
moth furniture store.
TitomesoN it Multevsoeos.
All the Ilea standard Pat-
ent Medicines at Wyly &
Burnett's.
Nobby Neckwear.
A large line anti very cheap, at
Gilliland & Kennedy's.
JEANS.
'We will sell you Jeans cheaper
titan any house in Hopitinsville.
Crieen.eeeh KENNEDY.
- THE
11E111111e Steam L .cdry
Has spared neither pains nor expense
In getting everything in shape to turn
out good work and all he asks is your
patronage.
We have some very handsome nat-




What you want for the sewing ma-
chine, E. West it Co., the Mita ine
Men, have got it, 100 west side Main
street.
SHOES.
Try our $2 25e Ladies' Warranted
Shoes. GILLILAND it KENNEDY.
Sweet and Mail potatoes, ealtbage,
onions, and everything usually kept













Sa•dirday, February 2nd, at
Bassett & Co's.
Fridays Until Spriug.
On each Fritlay until our spring
trade opens, we will have a special
sale, it will pay you to call on these
days. We have bargains in every-
thing,, also all remnants on hand will
he sold on that day.
N. B. Sitven.
RED FRONT.
A mike, fresh, and well assorted
stoek of staple and fancy groceries,
always on hand at the Red Front.
Your trade sol kited, satisfaction
guaranteed. litcHARtis & GREEN.
Wyly & Burnett have a
complete stock in fresh drugs.
TEA.
We have just received an invoice
of very tine Tea, try it. Red Front,
RICHARDS at (IREEN.
Parlor Suits, Bed Ismnges and fan-
cy Rocking Chairs call always he
found at Thompson & McReynolds.
Fine Perfumery and Toilet
Articles at Wyly & Burnett's.
When you want good furniture at






On first page. These
must go, and we mean
ness.
stock is complete in
every respect. Gentlemen in
want of fine clothing will
find it to their interest to call
and examine his stock before
purchasing elsewhere. "My
Motto," perfect fits, fine wool-




Remember the !dike, over Kelly's
Jewelry Store.
Dissolatioll Notice.
The firm of Callis & Co., is
this day dissolved by the with-
drawal of T. J. Morrow from
said firm. The business will
in the future be conducted by
E. G. Callis and H. I). Wal-
lace under the firm name of
Callis & Wallace. The old
business of Callis & Co., will
be settled either by E.G. Cal-
lis or T. J. Morrow. Office





The firm of Canis & Co.,
having been dissolved by
mutual consent, all persons
indebted to said firm are
hereby requested to come
forward and make prompt
settlement of their indebted-




As will be seen by the above notice,
we, E. G. Callis and H. D. Wallace,
have formed a partnership as Otitis
& Wallace, to do a general real estate,
Insurance and collecting business.
We have had 10 years experience in
the business and a line of companies
that cannot be surpassed by prompt
settlement. For want of more room
we have moved our office to the two
rooms lately occupied by the post-of-
fice, where we will be glad to see all
of our old friends and as many new
ones as prompt attention in all mat-
ters entrusted.-to us will bring.
We write all classes of fire and tor-
nado insurance and prompt settle-
ments in case of loss. Real estate
bought and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses rented and
rents collected; property listed with
us for male advertised free of eh ge
to owner.
C111,13 & %LIM.
Dr. T. W. FORME,
The P,71,,‘•11..tspe,ialist ;tip' Surgeon of the
Coffee Medical Institute,
Fifth Avenue, Louisville, Ky., will visit
Hopkinsville at the Phoenix Hotel,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY a Mk
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., one day only, and re-
turn every four weeks.
When in Otis city on the 15th of December,
many patients oonsulted him. Some were
turned away as incurable. Remember the
date and do not fall to commit him.
Dr. Fonther was surgeon in the late war
anti has devoted his life to the study of din
eases of women amid the rectum and deformi-
ties. lie comes prepared to perform any
ote•rntiott and will give $1,01.10 for a ease be
falls to CUM.
Treats all Curable, Medical and Surgical
DIseartest. Cures rupture in 10 to tOdays with-
out knife or truer tivanintees a cure.
ACI'TF: AND CHRONIC
CATARRH!
De- :i.: . :it the Eye, Ear, Ni,.', Throat and
Limes, ilyspepelit, Bristles Disease, I thibetes.
Klithey's, Liver, Illadder,Chninic aud Fenutle
and Sexual Distaste*.
EPILEPSY OR FITS ARE CURED!
A PotitrIVE tit'att.4,yrkit.
All Young and Middle Aged Men,
sum-dint front Spertnatorrinett sod 111) po-
Wiley, as the tesull of iselfabume in youth, Or
exeese In matured year*. and other causes,
pnsitielng some of the fidlowing effect", a•
emissions, blotches, &Willy, lierV011aileaa,
dizziness, eonfuttion of ideate, aversion te im-
piety, defet•tive memory and sexual exhaust-
ion, which unlit the victim for business', or
 'Huge, are permanently cured by remedies
not IttJurlims.
BLOOD AND SKIN DISEASES.
Syphilis, and el-duplications, as sore throat.
failing of hair, pain In the bones, eruptions,
ete ete.. are perfeetly eradicated without us-
ing mercury or other Injurious :into.
(It iNolt11.11EA, (ileet, Stricture, and all
Urinary and Kidney troubles are speedily
cured by treatment that has never failed, H.
undertakes no incureble case., but VIM
thousands given tip to die.
Remember time date, and seine early, as hi"goods rt„,n,,, are liorays sereetiet w henever.he stops.
busi_ 'consionaulz tree. Correepondenee solicited.1
T. W. FORSH FE, M. D__,.

































'131:1,1, DOG MAKE," FOR
1.00 & 81.25.
We have bought from the Bull Dog Jeans Pants
makers 50 dozen damaged jeans pants, their accumula-
tion of miscuts, inisstiched, soiled or snagged or anything
else that would keep them from being sold as perfect in
every respect. The wear of the goods is not affected in
the least, only the looks, and as jeans pants are not worn
for dress but exclusively for service, they are just as good
as though they were perfect. This is a rare chance to get
a good work pant for a little of nothing. These goods are
worth $1.50 to $2.28, including every quality from the
heavy wool to the finest Mississippi cassimere jeans and
be graded according to soil. Those worst soiled go for
onla 50c, next 75e, next $1.00, and next $1.25 and
not p i, ir is worth less than $1.75 in perfect goods.
The make up of them is just as strong and they are
in every way as durable as any of the Bull Dog make,
you can see these goods in our show window and that
all may have an equal chance at them, we will begin
the sale on Monday, the 28th day of January.




We will sell during the next 30 days 10,000
rolls of
White Bark Wall Paper,
At 63 and 7 cents per roll,
In lots to suit buyers. These goods are full
length,
8 Yards to a Roll.
Patterns of 1888 and 1889 Samples free on
application.
A. Milk Paint Co




Field seeds of all kinds, such as Clover, Blue
Grass, Timothy, Orchard Grass, Northern Oats,
Red Top, Rye, Stock Peas, etc.
Implements
Corn Planters and Check Rowers,Corn Drills,
Horner Wheelbarrow seeders. Cahoon seeders,
Wallace Broad Cast Hand seeders. Disc har-
rows,Iron Duke harrows, wood frame harrows,
Sterling harrows.
1=51.-,OWS.
We have in stock two carloads of steel, mod anti chilled plows. i4peci5l
attention is invited to the Avery,Heilitian, South Bend and Blount "True
Blue" plows. These are without question the leading plows on this inarket
and we gave full guarantee on every plow. We keep a full line of repairer
of all sorts for the,-t' plows.
a-1=IBT
Wi• a It -,,tmt in tie to handle the velehratevi brands of -Ifoiliesteaml- Thonipeon & Eds.
ward.- Fertilizers for man, wheat and tobeeco.
"We hay.' a full NMI 14 kinplete Ii, mr of wairoli harness. plow p-,tr. boggy harness, collars
trares, IlreaSt Challis, hack hands. lap robes, whips, elc.. at priees to suit the tlina.t.
3E3.A.R3E3= 77.7-IMS=.
Just IVOIAVIN1 is,, Carl.,atte, 'of the l'elebrat.(4.1 ••Iilh.blett" thickset bartss1 a ire. Warranted
the teat In the 1'11111,1 State.. TIIIS I. the only wire galvanized by the potent continuums
procea, warranted 1-1, ,•r li, rust nor corrode. We also k.-ep wire stretchers and pliers.






201 Vise Street, CINCINNATI, 0. is B. GALBREATH
"Ze7h.o1esa.1e -‘‘.8'ellt-
HOPYINSVILLS El •


















Taken up as *stray by A. Biddle. living
oti Smith Virginia street, In the city id Hop-
kins% ilk., in Christian c.ainty.on the Kt h inst.,
otte light red heilier, Heed Hhoul eighteen
months. Marked Wtth shallow fork In the
tett ear, but having no ether marks or brands,
and which I have appraised at the value of
eighteen dollars.
W it ilt.14. my lintel this the la h day of Jan.
T. C.Tisstav,J. P. 1'. t.
Bauer Livery Feed & Sale.table
SOUt11 MAIO St., IlopkItuville.
7. 1.ct. IPIS. Prop'r.
Buggies. flacks. Driving and Saddle jimi‘o•
always rent . 'forst-. irtid bomaii and
sold. A eininarellim. /ten attached
Teams mid drivers furb,abed to commercitt)
traveiers and others at any time. Provender



















fioettrest- t 1.4 Lemon No. 37, A. F. a A. M.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets id. Masonic Hall, third storv
Tleilusemi di .ek, tirot Monday night III each
Tliscadympepthe, itkedehltIllates1.1i bet h- tomtit,.
or freer escrows of work of salad 
or
dydrink e EA 1 A I. CHAPTER NO. Id, 
R. A. M.
bo. s asperse* lac
Thomas Rudman. H. P.
Stated eolivollstions second Monday of each
wont nod yews plum ow mess nanctla at vlimentie Hall.
✓esilamative enter caltrecresil ake 
sariernag
I:0MA% cOMMANDERY NO. 6, K. T.





CHRISTIAN LODGE No. itE, K. OF 11.
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Pab R. M. Anderson, Dictator.
PSI conducted for ao ea c a••1 PECS Meets first and Ulna! TUth•da% each month
:le Orrice ta °erosive u U. P °Tee
we can secure iment in less tune iLui at it. M. Aaderion's Hall.
moues from Washington.
deed model. drawing or photo.. with descrip-
tion We advt.& if patentable or not free of
darns. Our fee not due nu patent to oecored.
A Pseseorr. "Row to Obtain Patents." with
same. f setae,' cheats Is your State, county, ot
town, seat free. &dams,
C. A.SNOW & CO.
Om. Panay Ormcg. Wasaineven. 0 c
Pt., • italleDY r,.st CAT saitti
01,0 lalilDediAle relief, Catarrhal
...true is farm r X veiled front Wee ,”
and the .4w:used action Of Ito
enacts= Ineulh.wee In leplaced by
beakby ascrelhash.
Mi• deer a'mall. taw tos-kaste
amain.* • eilnixtrUl 1161.1.1.1.14). Li
*raj Lteslamsa•
A Odd in tar Heed kg r,•40,."
0. .11 of lino fr....exly Pa
The stenifkirt to he got
=.11.b• Mb way is worth many
ANY argiallafalll to use.
Price, *rent& Sold by druggists
or seat by enanl.
K T. li•ial}„.1./41., WarrCn.
•
0 Ihe P uyritty cluithes is
Ma. oh and Septa
. .c.0 year. It is an eney-
c..4peclua of useful tutor-
rtatton for all who pur.
comes the luxuries or the
crorosities of lite. We
cm o...the you and furnish you with
el. Le nee assa. y and unnevessary
a',2141ialluaa In ride, walk, dance. sleep,
eq.. 841. hut, work, go to church,
or may %t home, aad •n various Gass,
styles an 1 quantitim. Just figure out
what ;• required to do Li these things
CVAHNETKELY. and you can make a fear
eetimate of the value of th 3 BUYERS'
flu IDE. whion will be sent upon
recir •t of 10 cents, to pay postage,
M0:4 TGOMERY WARD ti CO.






Illeeklag homes es the
tine of ins nal win
oreinv. aneroid low rotes is
- ss• Aerate al Ude Coerce.- ? tot n.e.„ pietas.
Ota at C. P. hIlb..)“. 2 P A Y h
-r•-....- ,..z. ohtsille, Sta
• Meets sourtb Monday In each month at
vilepareena body, ware bleed, strong 
No-Antic Hall.
morwea aced a easier Dal imbed w tit result. :OVAL ARCAN UM, IILIPK !NEW I LLE
SOLD EVERYWHERE. COt' N C IL NO. 661.
Just. I. Landes. Regent.
Mesta second and fourth Thitrodays In each
musith at J. I. !Andes' tiltS••e.
PATENTS
110AYON COUNCIL Nis. 8, CHOSEN
FRIENDS.
M. 1.1patine, Chief Couniielor.
Meets at 1. tt. te F. Hall atte•ond and fourth
Monday in each mouth.
Witlart Dam apd trtti Speed Mow
!NORTEST AND QUICKEST ACUTE
fens st basis. Evseiettio and tiszles...
to dn.
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
!a/LOUGH • o4CHISt4 from above ' to
sem/emus sad Aseitasooes, making S. act 6011
keel ions with
COX*
foe Atlanta, Sareaask. Bw.a. Mciussayilk
sad pews .o eioryda
rausertiose are made at Galan* LDS Nam
Meow an iodate
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
is ratbses two ears
rMIGRANTS
EVERGREEN LODGE NO. On, K. OF P.
Rally Waller, C. C.
Lodge meet* second anti fourth Thursdays
In each month at Howes'. Hall.
EN ocO.VMENT RANK. K. op p.
1.. It. Davis, Preset.
Meets third Monday in each month at K.
M. Atulencon'a Hall.
K N14:11114 OF THE GOLDEN CROSS.
B. R. Nance, N. C.
R. A. Roger's, K. of I..
Meets the gnat and third Fridays in each
III' nth.
.kNCIENT ORDER OE UNITED WORK-
MEN.
W. H. Lec, M. W.
Time of meeting, /second and fourth Tues-
11,0s ' at McCandy. Wide Co.'m offlre.
GREEN RIVER LODGE NO. 64, 1.0.0. V'
A. 14. Caldwell. N. G.
Meets every Friday night at I. 0.0. tr. !fell.
MERCY ENCAMPMENT NO. 31, I. O. O. F.
E. F. Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meets first and third Thursday nights
at 1.0.11. V. Hall.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL.
- John Moayon. P. C. J.
Meets fourth Wednesday In each month at
Jolla Moayon•s.
FLORENCE LODGE NO. SL DAUGHTERS
OF REBEKA.
Meets third Monday night at 1.0.0. F. Hall.
The t'bristian County Bible Society, Joe
McCarron. Press.. W. W. Clark. See., exerU-
Uve conintitte,, J. P. Braden, Chnen. meet,.
second Thursday of each mouth at 7 p. m., at




Meets first and third Monday evening's in
ene•h month at 71, o'clock at their lodge room.
Marto street, second story over 1-101)dier d
t svershineeit building It. McNeal, President;
Neil Turner, Secretary.
FREEDOM LODGE NO. 75, B. F.
Meets first and third Tuesday nights in
11011, Court *Web E. W. Glass, W.
M.; L. et Buckner, Secretary.
NI (*SAMNA TEMPLE N11. 1111, S. OF F.
Meets second and fourth Tuesdays in each
month in C. R. F. Pall. Postell's Block, Court
street. Augusta )(omen, W. P.; Carrie Banks,
D. P.: Katie Casty, Secretary.
HOPE 1NSVILLE LODGE NO. 16116, G. U.
0. OF 0. F.
Meets second and fourth Monday nights at
Hooper a ovenchiner's Hail, Main street.
('bark-.. Jesup, N. O.; William Gray, V. 0.;
E. W. Ghia/4 I'. S.; 'William Clark, N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. 1907.6. N. O. OF
Meets first and third Wednesday nights of
each month. 
"rob Bin,"
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A ;pure extract front the yellow pine of the
South. Cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia.,
Toothache, Earache, spralna.slwelling. Ring-
worms, Frostbite's. skin Eruptions, all Throat
and Chest Affections, etc ,and a great relief
to consumptives. Ironed according to direc-
tions and Mils to give satisfaction after a suf-
ficient teat is made, we guarantee to refund
the money. Price 50 cents. For sale by
Wyly & Burnett. I/. E. 0:either, H. B. I iarns•r.
Buckner Leavell and R. E. Christian, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
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Elr•leirVILIona 1.1•11MILTUa DAILY noses
The Light Dras.ht Steamer
7•Xt..41.1•TIC ST=II•T
.7.8. THOMPSON m":7112tID NASH.
---
Win leave Evansville I Cannelton daily
except Sunday, at 8 o'clock, a m„ makiagnore
maseetione with the 0.. R. IN. IL 13..
3eturning, lean. Cannelton daily at Clap.
m., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at Pp.
SrND•T r1111 0•11.D.
Leaves SvansvIlle  Pa. in. Mari
LravesOwensboro  b p. m• Ethan
Fare Soc. for round trip op Sunday, but no:
see pon thee for stores purchased by the steward
IIIRNE8 a C2.11)1. IL Abents
CHESAPEAKE, NIO
Solltirosiolltil. Co









FAILURE OF THE WE CROP.
iirect Route
New
None Housed in the North--Factories
Running at Full Capacity and
Storing the Product.
VARIETIES.
"It's a cold day when we get left!" The Modern School and itssaid the lee factory man, and he was
right. But as we have had no cold Ornamental Depart ments.
day* this winter the factory man will
Slot get left. Investigation shows
that little or no ice has been put up at The
Ileuefits to lie Derived From
any point in the United States this
winter, and as a consequence, e
may expect high prices' next ouni-1
mer. The dealers of the central
states upon writing to Maine to make!
eontracte were informed that no ice! The maim (.1,0,, The butsia.
ille obal,11 M -lit • Debut
cif Walter Mat Itews--Dra-
mat lo Chas.
the
(organization of a State League or
s.
had been put up and that they would
have to go farther north, up into Cana-
da, for their sunnuer's supply. On the
lakes but little has been housed,
and then only of four inches thick-
ness. The ice factories front one end
of the country to the other are run-
ning full tilt, and storing to meet the
certain demand next summer. Many
are doubling and increasing their
plan ts,that they may be able to supply
all wants.
While last summer, at wholesale,
factory ice could be had at 14 cent per
peund, It will probably go to one cent
or even higher this, and may then be
hard to get. Many factories are re-
fusing to make contracts, on the
ground that it is impossible to tell
what the product will be worth.
The factory in this city has a capacity
of about 1,),000 pounds per day, and it
will be kept running day and night.
There will be, most probably, a small
increase in price, but the managers
assure us that they will furnish the
cooling etuff at very reasonable rates.
filen rati- .as sick. we mire her C. storm,
When she NA a Child. she cried for eater*
When she tox•ame Mies, she rim:4 te Criatelia,
When Os 444 cssitlres, •P pv• tam comae.
Kentucky Doctors Must Register.
The Medical 'Practice Act will go
into effect on the first day of April of
this year, and after that date no one
can practice medicine in the state un-
less he has a diploma from a reputa-
ble medical college indorsed by the
secretary of the state board of health,
and registered In the (Mee of the
county clerk; or in default of this, he
must have been reputably and con-
tinuously engaged in the practice of
medicine for twenty-four years pre-
ceding the passage of the law.
The penalty for violating this law
is severe, and as one-third of the tines
To Memphis, goes to the prosecuting attorney, he
will be rigid in compelling the doe-








W. I). Suit, Druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
testifies: "I can reomumend • Electric
Bitters as the very best remedy.
Every bottle sold has given relief in
every case. One man took six bottles,
and was, cured of Rheumatism of 10
year's standing." Abraham Hare,
 jiruggist, Hellenic, Ohio, affirms:
"The best selling medicine I have ever
TIIVIE TABLE handled in my 20 year's experience,is Electric Bitters." Thousands of
others have added their testimony, soTil
that the verdict is unanimous that
OREM & Kthille R. R. Co ";,lnt,f,,f rBilginstdoscourrtitlxtil leetazisyotif
SoUTIS atlt'N D
Mall. bland.
Leaves Owuneboro .... 2:40 p, 11:00 11, M.
Leave% Central City.. . 4 :15 p m. 9:40 a. in.
Arrives *t Ruseeliville 610 p. 1:15p.m.
Leaves Russellville :  110.00 a. in.
16.40 p.m.
Arrives at adairville..  111.00 a. m.
El 30 p in.
/METH WEND.
Leaves Aiiairrille  15.sn a. M.
la.te a. ta.
Arrives at Russellville  id p in.
/11.00 p. in
Leaves Russellville . . 7 OS a. in. 8 RS a. m
...eaves Central City 9 95 a. m 1 50 p. in
trri wee at tiwensbore  10.411 a. m. 4 4b p. in. I
T HARA RAN. Gen. Man'gr, !Antall le I
Owenshorr. K3
K. R. MANN Supt.
half dollar a bottle at Harry B. Gar-
ner's City Pharmacy.
entinpronabie Effected.
LOUDPII Kw., Jan. 24,—Judge
Andrew Barnett, counsel for the
Louisville, St. Louis & Texas rail-
road in its controversy with the Key-
stone Bridge Company, of Pittsburg,
over the bridge at Spotteville, Ky.,
which was wrecked recently, said
yesterday that an adjustment of all
questions at issue was being arranged
to the satisfaction of both parties.
1E5 ME IrI1E1 ciir, NT I
ESTABLISHED 1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
CHIC1C=RING- PLANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller, and Kurtzmann Pianos.
aAll of which will be sold at the lowe l ...rices and on terms to suit purchaser.
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon all
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH NIXON,
Lortsvt nue, Jan. 25 The teaching
of German has been abolished in the
public schools of Louisville, not upon
the ground that the teaching of any
foreign ianguage in the free schools
of the United States is a useless and
unwarranted expense, but upon the
plea that the abolition was necessary
as a current economy. There is a
good deal of feellug among the Ger-
mans over the result. They are
among the best tax-payers here, as
they are everywhere, and they de-
cline to understand why their tax-
money cannot be partly expended in
teaching their children the language
of Fatherland. A storm is brewing
against the high schools and it would
not be a surprise if the next steps
taken were not directed towards the
destruction of those purely ornament-
al departments of what is known in
our educational laws as the "common
school system." The high schools
are in some respects reservoirs of the
latest culture. A young lady of Ms
teen summers, who attends, has in-
ducted me into some of the mysteries
of this new cult. She pronounces
Caesar Ky-sir, Cicero Kikero, and the
familiar pater and meter, which the
old shoot boys, who are now a little
bald near the summit of the head,
so well remember, have become
• pah-tair and mah-tair, which, Miss
informs me, is pure contineutal
European Latin. The high school
committee is threatened also with
an appeal upon the weighty question
whether the naughty lady who so
langourously reclined half-clad upon
the banks of the Nile, (vide poetry
upon the subject) should be called
Clayo-pah-tra or Clay-opeatra. All the
cultured authorities have agreed that
It is not Cleopatra, but the war be-
tween the factions as to the correct
accent and sound is full of din and
carnage. In Chicago It Is Clay-op-
atra. Miss also tells me that,
according to the rules of the Louis-
ville system, she must say "she pre-
zyumes she Is being allowed to
illyume her intellect by the shrine
of learning," Presoom" and "illoom"
have gone out with "bioo," which is
now, properly speaking, "bleew."
"What do you think of the lady of
Shalott?" she asked the other day,
and it appears that this was a question
given out to a class, the members of
which were required to answer it with
no further indication of the direction
of the inquiry. "What do you kno*
of regal Rome?" was another conun-
drum hurled at her young and curly
head.
When the war on the high schools
begins the present libraries of Ameri-
can humor will have to take a back
seat.
tist
Education is taking on all the pha-
sea of luxury. The Louisville School
of Physical Culture for the women,
Is the latest. It is in addition to col-
leges of music, art schools and other
academies of things that we seldom
see when we have our gun with us.
The school of Physical Culture does
not cultivate physic as some might
argue front the name, but physique,
and that in woman is a glorious
thing to have. it was that which
enabled the young woman whose
name is still partially unknown in
the high schools to recline half-clad
on the banks of the Nile in the proud
consciousness that no collar-bones
and shoulder-blades with abrading
edges were protruding from a gown
at once low-necked and low-waisted.
And a woman so endowed by nature,
enriched with an avorduponte that is
cultivated and restrained by art, is
happier and better for it. Rol wer's
elegant young puppy, Pelam, said
that a gentleman felt secure in him
gentility because he was always clean
• and could be stripped to the skin at
any moment without mortification.
Paraphrashig this in modern Eng-
lish, the woman with beauty of form
and a vigorous physique is always
up-borne by the exhilarant feeling
that there are no tiles on her. The
School of Physical Culture is presid-
ed over by a young woman who is
said to be a picture of the results she
undertakes .to prbduce in others.
And vanity,, that moving and mad-
dening impulse of woman's nature,
whispers toevery one of the pupil's
that she looks exactly like the teach-
er, who stands upon the platform in
a white flannel bathing suit decked
with blue ribbons, and tells them
how to swing on the flying rings,
climb the ladders and hang by the
rope. Heretofore the playing of
Juliet has been the animating ambi-
tion of Louisville girls, but hereafter
look out for a tendency towards
debuts on the flying trapeze. .
5•5
There is A boom In Commereial
Clubs over the slats anti the secreta-
ry of the Ceininercial League is re-
ceiving notification of nevi organiza-
tions or being asked for instructions
as to the League and there are an-
other dozen on the road. Ills strange
that cities like Bowling Green, Dan-
ville, Shelbyville, Georgetown and
Paris have no commercial bodies to
take action in public nievements.
The welding together of a 'score of
those clubs into a stronge league
would produce an engine for good
work that would be invaluable to the
state. The work of the Louisville
Commercial Club can be duplicated
In proportion all over Kentucky.
There is scarcely a day that strangers
do not come into the club here with
letters of introduction to the secre-
tary or direct to the organization by
the broadcast advertising it has
given Louisville. Every week the
• trade newspapers have letters de-
scribing the city and IN advantages
where two years ago the name of
Louisville was never seen. Thhe
brings strangers here in search of
investment land many young men
who are members have thus made
business connections and gone into
enterprises that have established
them in life. The Gaynor Electric
Company was the result of just such
work. A practical electrician and
inventor came here and his patents
were bought by a company of young
houlsvillians who' have made 'it a
great corporation. The cotton mill
is the result of the Commercial Club's
massing of statistics and hammering
away to prove that the mill would be
a grofitablet investment. The most
conservative capitalists in town then
took it up after they had merely
vaguely consider ( / 7 many yearn
The Commercial Club struck the iron
after making it red hot.
**111
It turns out that last year, Louis-
vine, which only a few years ago
sold less tobacco them Cincinnati, re-
ceived more than 55, per cent. of all
tho tobacco raised lit the western
states, All the other markets com-
bined did not equal the aggregate of
- - -
her transactions. Cincinnati sold
less than half as much as Louisville.
During 11483 it is predicted Louisville'
will sell 100,000 hogsheads or 2.$1,00n,-
010 pounds, nearly four-flit his of the
total amount of tobacco consumed
every year in the United States,
which, by the way, is the largest
eonsuming nation In the world. The
attempt of the large manufacturers
of tobacco to injure the Louisville
market by threatening to withdraw
from kt sinless they are perntitted to
dictate the regulations of the sales
will not succeed, They not only ask
for the right to control all reclama-
Bons but insist upon having the name
of every seller *Beetled to his tobac-
co. This is Intended to mark the to-
bacco bought by speculators and
again offered for sale. The mark
would enable manufaeturers to agree
not to buy tobacco in the hands of
speculators, would destroy the free-
dom of the market and hurt the to-
bacco planter, because the specula-
tive element frequently sends prices
Op, and the planter can sell. The
manufacturers are interested in mak-
ing thie the lowest possible market
while the warehousemen and the
planter are vitally interested in mak-
ing it a high market. Between the
two sides it will be seen that the
planter belongs on the side of the
warehousemen. By sending his to-
bacco here he forces the manufac-
turers to come and buy whether they
desire to do so or not. The tobacco
must be purchased where it can he
lied. The Louisville market is In no
danger from this seff-tonstituted
board of managers fathered by the
manufacturers.
est
The debut of Walter Matthews, the
latest Louisville aspirant for the hon-
ors of the stage, was very suceetssful.
The young man 'seems to have
achieved his success, too, as the best
men do, through opposition. He was
mercilessly criticised by the papers
after the first night, but, instead of
being crushed by this, as a man of
dough and of no impulses would have
been, he rose to the oeeasInn and on
the second night fairly electrified his
audienee by the evidences of his Dat-
tun! power. Louisville has sent a
good many actors and actresses out
into the world and they have been
measurably successful. Mrs. Seott-
Siddons, the English tragedienne and
reader, has lately removed here and
it may be confidently expected that
she will yet establish a college of act-
ing. She is a woman of remarkable
beauty, with winning manners, and
has already made quite an Impression
in society. Her eon lives with her
and is an accomplished tetteher of the
piano. If Mrs. Wilmot should start
• her college of acting she would not
lack for pupils. lemieville girls are
all more or less stage-struck and the
success of Mary Anderson and Selena
Fetter has satisfied them all that it is
easy to accomplish, although Miss
Georgia Davide, who made her ap-
pearance last spring, has thus far
passed only into the photographic
Otiose. She is a very pretty woman
and has been photographed in dozens
of yearning attitudes. But, for some
reason or other, the car of Thespie,
which was bearitg her along, has
stuck fast. Miss Davide was once
a shop girl and sold kid-gloves in a
store on Fourth street, Now all the
kid-glove salesladies sell in attitudes
that suggest Juliet confiding her
heart's rt•crets# to the moon and the
young man in hiding over the garden
wall. PICADOR.
Weetaa's illIseevery.
"Another wonderful discovery has
been made awl that too by a lady in
this county. Disease fastened its
clutches upon her and for seven years
she withstood its severest tests, but
her vital organs were undermined and
death seemed Imminent. For three
months she ooughed incessantly and
aould not sleep. She bought of us a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption and was 144) mueli
relieved on taking first dose that she
Wept all night•and with one bottle has
been miraeulowslv cured. Her name
is Mrs. Luther Lutz." Thus write
W. C. Hamrick & Co., ot Shelby,
N. C.—Get a free bottle at Harry B.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
Hurled Forty 'lardy'.
A meagre account of the accident in
Stewart county, Tenn., which lost a
young man his life, Was published in
the NEW ERA a few days since. From
the Tobacco Leaf of to-day we glean
the following details;
The boiler of Tucker's saw mill, at
Indian Mound, Stewart county, ex-
ploded last Friday. A young son of
Mr. Tucker was killed. He was
hurled with terriffic force a distance
of forty yards, falling upon the edge of
a bluff. He lived for art hour after the
accident. In addition to fatal internal
injuries, one of his lege and one of
his arms were broken. He watt the
engineer. His brother and a helper
in the mill cash made a narrow es-
cape, being proteetet be a pile of
lumber Iwtween them aria the boiler.
The force of the explosion lifted a
large anvil several yards into the air,
and it mine near crushing the
two men in its fall. The boiler was
blown in two.
PROS PTN ES&
First a cold, then a cough, then
consumption, then death. "I took
Dr. Acker's English remedy for con-
sumption the moment I began to
to cough, and I believe it saved my
life."—W A LTER N. WA LLACE, Wash-
ington. Sold by H. B. Garner, drug-
gist.
-
tituaelta cif a Trust.
A Milers Association was formed in
Nashville last week. Representa-
tive*, from all the southern states were
In attendance. '1'lle mills represent-
('(I from this section were: Crescent
Milling Co., this city; White& Street,
I ; Kendrick,Pettus& l'o., Clarks-
ville; Bunton! Bros., Bowling ( liven ;
Davenport & Bransford, Owensboro;
Model Roller Mills, Trenton. The
principal object of the association is
to tolopt a Uniform Method for the
sale, manner of payments and length
of time upon width lionr is to be sold
and to rectify tlw abuses to which
the southern mine have long been
subjected. Mr. F. J. Brownell, of
this city, was made one of the direc-
tors of nee association. The meeting
adjourned to convene in Indianapolis
on the first Tueetlay in June.
TERRIBLE FOREWARNIN(01.
Cough in the morning, hurried or
difficult breathing, raising phlegm,
tightness in the chest, quiekened
breath, chilliness in the evening or
sweats at night, all or Any of these
things, are the first stages of con-
sumption. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful eymptonts, and is sold
under a positive guarantee by 11. R.
Garner, Druggist.
A Terrible Dieerter.
A Dixon, Ky., correspondent of the
Henderson ;leaner says: The disease
commonly known as the "fatal head-
ache," but technically called the
spinal meningitis, that has been rag-
ing in and the Shiloh locality for
the pas ta ys, has proved quite
fatal. ursday there were five
deaths and Friday four more. Sonic
fifteen or twenty have died with the
disease, but none in town as yet.
Last Thursday an old negro woman,
living on or near the farm of old l'acie
Billy Chandler, was taken with the
disease and died within twenty min-
utes.
--•••••••
Emma, Itchy, tinily, War Tortures.
The simple application of "Swayne's
Ointment ,"without any internal med-
icine, villa cure any ease of Tetter, Salt
Rheum, Ringworm, Piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Sealy, Itchy
Skin Eruptions, no matter how obsti-
nate or long standing. It is potent,
fleetive, and costs but a trifle.
RANDOM REMARKS.
t ate • )pi n ion Publicly Ea premed
.% bout l'ersoinn awl Things.
Mrs. James Brown Potter's recent
engagement in New York 10 spoken
of as at "triumph of thts toilet."
"Worth makes the IlitiO" sang Pope.
"Worth makes the WORM' to a great
extent" sings a less famous observer
but with equal truth.
Not* year has rolled by since the
sad death of the ill-starred child ef
genius, Edgar Poe, that. some ob-
ectire candidate for uotoriety has not
bobbed up with a new account of the
manner in which the unfortunate
man came to h a end. The different
versions of Ins death as detailed by
the many a ho cialmue to have
been with the poet when that mel-
ancholy event transpired would
fill several volumes. $o different
are thew amounts in every respect
that after reading them all one is
reasonably assured of only one thing,
that is Edgar A. I'oe is dead and has
been for many years. It matters
very little to us to-day under what
circumstances the poet died. The
knowledge would not affect posterity
or alter the verdict of the literary
world. His name van never be erased
froen om, letters.highilace among Amerleam n
•••
We pray the Lord and Mr. Rodgers
that we may not be visited with such
an affliction as "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
this season. We know that we are
sinful, and being only human, we are
liable to eir. We know that we have
often wandered afar front the paths of
righteeuanets, but even so often have
we returned, with weary feet, with
heavy and penitent hearts. Perhaps
we deserve to be punished for yield-
ing to natural temptations, but let the
punishment be in keeping with our
sins and let our penitence go to our
credit. We have doue nothing indi-
vidually or as a community to call
down upon our devoted heads such
punishment. Be merciful!
st"st
It now turns out that "Our Mary,"
in whom we are so well pleased, did
not write the article in the North
American Review, • which has at-
tracted so much attention recently.
She constructed the skeleton or sug-
gested the outlines and a professional
writer "tor a small pecuniary consid-
eration clothed it and gave it ties)
and blood"—so to speak. The heti
nations contained in the article re
demi it necessary for Mary to apolo-
gise to Mrs. Jas. Brown Potter, and
in the apology she denies the author-
ship. She claims that the writer
took unwarranted liberties with her
skeleton.
If there is any man in the world
who derves the contempt of Christian
people, it is the long-faced, billious,
sallow hypocrite of the pulpit, who
wanders among his fellow .beings
with a inemento-mori :expressive,
frowning upon all the pleasures of
the young and poisoning the very
air they breathe with decayed plati-
tudes and puritan proverbs. They
recognize no opinions beyond the
narrow dogmas of their own doctrine,
and those who are not hide bound
like themselves have no good in their
eyes. To them a smile is a sin, a
laugh is a crime. Emma Abbott
quietly and unaustentatiously attend-
ed church last Sunday at Memphis
She had but a few weeks before suf-
fered the loss of a kind and affection-
ate husband. She went heavily
veiled and was seated where she was
least conspicuous. At the conclu-
sion of the services; the worthy little
woman retired to her room to con-
sole her stricken heart if possible
with the words of the minister.
es;
Commenting upon the unchristian
attack which was made upon her by
a number of the preachers on the fol-
lowing day, the editor of the Nash-
ville Banner truthfully and beauti-
fully gays: "Alas! The next day she
found herself inveighed ag‘iliat and
abused by the Jlijiisl id of grace, or
by some of them. Site had simply
• gone to church to worship, and this
is made the occasion for renewed
criticism and defamation of her
actions and character. The church,
the door of which should be freely
open to the poorest. or the most sinful
of God's creatures, cannot be opened
to a widow in her weeds, i ho by rea-
son of her public life—continued oso
soon after bereavement out 'of her
consideration for others of her com-
pany—feels the special need of the
rest and comfort of the house of God.
If the door be open to her and she
enter in, she must be subjected to
criticism and calumny. No man who
is a man, certainly no man who seeks
to be a Christ-like man, can affierd to
say that Emma Abbott is not sincere
In her grief and in her religious be-
lief. Whatever her mistakes and
foibles and her breach of convention-
al propriety, the preacher cannot
consistently put his hand iu Christ's
and say, "This woman can be none
of us, she cannot be in the fold of the
faithful till she adopt my human
ideas concerning moral philosophy
anti the religious estimate of coneluet.'
ROBERT R.tittsIM.
SHE IS "b1RATEF1.1.."
'I saved the life of my little girl be
A prompt use of 1)r. Acker's EnglIsh
Remedy for Consumption."—Mns.
Wm. V. HARRIMAN, New York.
Sold by H. B. (harper, Druggist.
Hiram Is a %Vanclerer.
The I Inwesville Plaindealer thus
speaks of one of the pleasantries of
married life; "Hiram Billing,' and
his wife had a little mimundersunding
Sunday morning Whleh culminated
Ill a knockdown. innings left the
house and remembering that he owed
her another lick went into her room
for the purpose of paying it; when he
found that his wife had gotten pos-
session of the family musket, and as
lie entered, the musket went ofrand
so did Hiram. The musket is still in
her possession" and Hiram is a wan-
derer."
• TAKE ir IN TINE.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
lost; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost; for want of a horse, a rider wait
lost." Never neglect small things.
The firm signs of pneumonia and
consumption •• can positively 'be
checked by Dr. Acker's English




There are a number of old and di-
lapidated sheds on the bunnies's per.
tiou of Sixth *Met to which the at-
tention of the city council is respect-
fully directed. This street front Main
to Virginia has many beautiful and
attractive business houses but unfor-
tunately they do not stand together
and between these handsome and sub-
stantial housesaitand the old tire traps
built of refuse' Tmnber and scraps of
tin carelessly thrown together.
They are not only dangerous to
the adjoining buildings but they are
a disgrace to the street and to the city
and in mummer are nuisances which
make It very unpleasant to those who !
live in the vicinity. The council
should order them removed at once.
its Delicacy of Flavor
And the effieacy of its action hate
rendelod the famous California liquid
fruit remedy, Syrup of Figs, im-
mensely popular. It Cleanses and
Tone,' up the clogged and feverish
System, and dispels Headaches,
Colds and Fevers. For sale in 601
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BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
HOPKINSVILLE - - KENTUCKY.
Speeia: attention to SAM PLINth and SELLING TOBACCO. LIRE liA L
ADN'AN('ES made on consignments.
W. E. Ragaelale, Salesman. daw-tim
W. U. WIIF:11.1.:11. W. 11. FAXON, Book•keeper. JOHN N. 14114.
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
TOIACCO Waeh eiii, Catiiiiiin !Hants lid Grail Dealers
SEVENTH. AN!) B. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal Advances on Cimolguntentr. All Tobabco Sent s•coviyed by lamina
difiw-Smn
CALESI
To the people of Hopkinsville and
Christian eounty we wish to make
knewn that we have the agency for
The Kentucky Seale Co., and we are




The Kentucky Seale Co. makes
standard goods, warranted to be first-
class in every respeet. We can fur-
nish you any of the above named
goods at as cheap 11141 you can buy
them direet from imumfacturers.
GUNS!
Having received a large shipment
of g'uns we can titiw furttirth the
trade fine guns at very low figures.
Parties desiring anything in this
line will find it to their interest to
cell and examine our stock and
prices before purchasing.
WE KEEP CONSTANTLY






C. IIANBERY. M. E. SHRYEA.
People's Warehouse
HANBERY & SHRYER. Prop's.,
HOPKINSVILLE - • KY.
Rat rsa.d. Sexeet, =et_ 'Tenth e=le-c-cherth.
Careful attention given to sampling and belling all tobacco consigned
us. Liberal advances on tobacco in store. Good quarters fi,,r teams an
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